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1. Difficult internationalisation of activities of small and mediumsized enterprises
1.1. Notion of small and medium-sized enterprises in EU and Swiss law
In its Recommendation concerning small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs)1, the European
Commission defines an enterprise as: “any entity engaged in an economic activity, irrespective
of its legal form. This includes, in particular, self-employed persons and family businesses
engaged in craft or other activities, and partnerships or associations regularly engaged in an
economic activity”. Consequently, an enterprise will be an entity entitled to exercise its own
economic activity – for instance to conclude contracts, own real property, enter into
commitments and open bank accounts – which can be a company, non-profit institution or an
enterprise without legal personality.
Enterprises may be classified in various categories depending on their size. Diverse criteria can
be applied to that end, the most frequent one being the number of persons employed. Small and
medium-sized enterprises are defined as independent companies employing a specific
maximum number of persons. The number varies in different national statistical systems. The
most common upper limit is 250 staff, just like in the European Union and Switzerland, yet
certain countries set the ceiling at 200 employees whereas in the United States SMEs are
companies with fewer than 500 staff members2.
Under EU law, pursuant to the Commission Recommendation concerning SMEs, companies are
divided into: microenterprises (fewer than ten employees), small enterprises (ten to 49) and
medium-sized enterprises (from 50 to 249). Large ones employ 250 persons or more 3. Financial
assets are also used to define SMEs. The annual turnover of a medium-sized enterprise must not
exceed EUR 50 million and/or its balance sheet total must not exceed EUR 43 million 4. The

Commission Recommendation 2003/361/EC of 6 May 2003 concerning the definition of micro, small
and medium-sized enterprises. Annex I: Definition of micro, small and medium-sized enterprises adopted
by the Commission, Article 2, OJ L 124 of 20 May 2003.
2 OECD (2017), Enterprises by business size (indicator). doi: 10.1787/31d5eeaf-en [accessed on 6
November 2017].
3 OECD, Small and Medium-sized Enterprises: Local Strength, Global Reach, ‘Policy Brief’ 2000,
http://www.oecd.org/cfe/leed/1918307.pdf [accessed on 6 November 2017].
4 Commission Recommendation 2003/361/EC... .
1
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annual turnover of a small enterprise and/or its annual balance sheet total must not exceed EUR
10 million and EUR 2 million in the case of a microenterprise 5.
Under the Commission Recommendation, an enterprise loses its SME status, if it exceeds the
employment limit or jointly both financial data ceilings or jointly the employment and financial
data limits. Obtaining or losing the SME status takes place only when such events recur in two
successive financial years. When defining whether a given enterprise is an SME, one also needs
to take into account the data of entities associated with it or its partners. The SME definition is
purpose-driven. It has been developed in order to improve the operational conditions for SMEs
on the market, grant them additional privileges and improve competitiveness, a necessity given
such of their shortcomings as restricted capital or knowhow access. In 2007-2013, around 70
billion euros was spent from the structural funds to support enterprises. Nearly 200,000
projects funded from the European Regional Development Fund ensured support particularly
for SMEs. Thanks to those projects, 78,000 new business entities were created as well as least
268,000 permanent jobs in SMEs (and even more jobs were successfully retained) 6. In the
current programming period (2014-2020), SMEs 1) can apply for support at a level higher than
that for large enterprises (the maximum intensity of regional aid for small or medium-sized
enterprises is increased by 20 gross percentage points for small and 10 gross percentage points
for medium-sized ones, with relation to the maximum intensity defined for particular areas); 2)
within some programmes, they receive additional points at the stage of project support
application evaluation, 3) certain support instruments are intended exclusively for SMEs.
The definition of SMEs is functional and serves to specify an entity’s real market potential 7 and
must be interpreted narrowly, as the case-law of the Court of Justice of the European Union
(CJEU) suggests. Pursuant to the judgement in Case HaTeFo 8, “the SME Recommendation must
be interpreted by taking into account the reasons for its adoption”. Further, the CJEU indicates
that “it is apparent from recitals 9 and 12 of the preamble to that recommendation that the
definition of linked enterprises aims to gain a better understanding of the economic position of
SMEs and to remove from that qualification of SMEs groups of enterprises whose economic
power may exceed that of genuine SMEs, with a view to ensuring that only those enterprises
which really need the advantages accruing to the category of SMEs from the different rules or
measures in their favour actually benefit from them. (…) The advantages afforded to SMEs are

Ibidem.
European Commission, Guidebook. How to support SME Policy from Structural Funds. Supporting the
Internationalisation of SMEs, Luxembourg, 2014, 5.
7 Fundusze UE 2014-2020. Nowa perspektywa – nowe możliwości, M. Gwizda, M. Kosewska-Kwaśny,
S. Żółciński (eds.), Warsaw, 2014, 199.
8 Court judgment of 27 February 2014 in Case C‑110/13, HaTeFo GmbH v Finanzamt Haldensleben,
ECLI:EU:C:2014:114, paragraphs 30-33; see, by analogy, the judgment of 29 April 2004 in Case C-91/01
Italy v Commission, ECR 2004, p. I-4355, paragraph 49.
5
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in most cases exceptions to the general rules, such as for example in the area of State aid, and
therefore the definition of an SME must be interpreted strictly”.
In Swiss legislation, there is no official definition of an SME. The only criterion applied by the
Federal Statistical Office (Office fédéral de la statistique) is the number of persons employed in
a given enterprise, which is consistent with that from the Commission Recommendation
concerning SMEs9.
Enterprises in Switzerland in 2015
Enterprise size

Number of

Number of

enterprises

employees

522 380

1 153 357

49 130

945 698

8 881

877 699

SMEs in total (up to 249)

580 391

2 976 754

Large enterprises (250 employees and

1 563

1 407 467

581 954

4 384 221

Microenterprises
(1-9 employees)
Small enterprises
(10-49)
Medium-sized enterprises
(50-249)

more)
Total

Source : Statistique structurelle des entreprises (STATENT)
Within the OECD area, SMEs are the dominant form of enterprise making around 99% of the
total. They are the main source of employment, accounting on average for around 70% jobs, and
a major contributor to added value creation 10. The picture is similar, if one considers only EU
countries. All but 0.2% enterprises operating in the non-financial sector of the UE-28 in 2016
were SMEs. SMEs employ 93 million people, i.e. 67% of total employment in the non-financial
sector in the UE-28, and generate 57% of its added value. Nearly all (93%) SMEs are
microenterprises employing fewer than ten persons. In Poland, micro-small and medium-sized

Office fédéral de la statistique, https://www.bfs.admin.ch/bfs/fr/home/statistiques/industrie-services/
entreprises-emplois/structure-economie-entreprises/taille-forme-juridique-secteurs-repartitionregionale.html [accessed on November 2017].
10 OECD, Enhancing the Contributions of SMEs in a Global and Digitalised Economy, Paris, 2017, 5.
9
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enterprises account for the overwhelming majority of all businesses, 99,8%. The most
numerous, obviously, are the smallest ones: microenterprises represent 96% (1.84 million). The
share of small enterprises in the structure of Polish businesses is 3.0% (56,700), of those
medium-sized – 0.8% (15,600), while of large ones – a mere 0.2% (3,400)11.
As regards non-financial enterprises, SMEs play a particularly important part in the sector of
such services as: accommodation and catering services, business services and construction, each
accounting for over 80% of employment in the UE-28 in 2016. Further, SMEs accounted for
70% of employment in the UE-28 in the retail and wholesale trade sectors. In manufacturing,
however, it is large companies that make the largest contribution in employment and GDP. This
is mainly due to their enjoyment of the advantage of scale as well as the fact that it is easier for
them than SMEs to overcome investment-related market access barriers12. When it comes to the
industrial structure of Polish small and medium-sized enterprises, the largest group includes
service companies (50.8%). Further, every forth enterprise operates in trade (26.1%), and every
eighth in construction (12.8%). Only every tenth SME (10.4%) has an industrial profile.
Conversely, over a half of large enterprises (51.6%) pursue industrial activities 13. Also in
Switzerland, as much as 75.5 % of enterprises are active in the service sector14.

1.2. Internationalisation of small and medium-sized enterprises in the EU
and Switzerland
European SMEs operate mainly in domestic markets, despite the opportunities offered by the
EU internal market and globalisation15. In the EU’s strategy for SMEs outlined in the
programme entitled Small Business Act for Europe16 adopted by the Commission in June 2008
and reviewed in 2011, the EU and its Member States are obliged to support SMEs and encourage
them to draw benefits from internationalised activities. In the programme in question, the
Commission lists the following principle as one of ten to implement: “The EU and Member
States should support and encourage SMEs to benefit from the growth of markets outside the
EU, in particular through market-specific support and business training activities”17. According
to the Commission, “trade barriers impact more on SMEs than on larger companies because of

Polish Agency for Enterprise Development (PARP), Raport o stanie sektora MSP w Polsce 2017 (2017
report on the condition of the SME sector in Poland), http://www.parp.gov.pl/
publicationslibrary/ebook/722, 13; Działalność przedsiębiorstw niefinansowych w 2015 roku (Activity of
non-financial enterprises in 2015), Central Statistical Office GUS, 2016.
12 OECD, Enhancing…, 6.
13 PARP, Raport o stanie…, 15.
14 Statistique structurelle des entreprises (STATENT) et Démographie des entreprises (UDEMO)
[accessed on 5 October 2017].
15 European Commission, Guidebook. How to support SME Policy…, 5.
16 Communication from the Commission to the Council, the European Parliament, the European Economic
and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions - “Think Small First — A Small Business Act for
Europe”, Brussels, 25 June 2008, COM(2008) 394, final version.
17 Ibidem, 23.
11
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their limited resources and lower capacity to absorb risks, especially when operating in intensely
competitive markets. To be able to access these markets, SMEs therefore need assistance in
getting information on potential partners and openings in their markets. They also need to be
helped to overcome cultural barriers to business and differences in regulatory or legal
environments”.
For SMEs, conducting an economic activity internationally is favourable as it leads to a higher
turnover, faster increase in employee numbers than in the case of SMEs with purely domestic
activity, and supports innovation. Despite such benefits, few SMEs in the EU act internationally,
be it inside the EU or outside of it. Merely around 13% of SMEs from the EU have directed their
activity towards non-EU markets18.
The European Commission’s studies and documents 19 suggest that the following are internal
obstacles (within enterprises) to making SMEs more international: the price of their product or
service; high internationalisation costs; product quality and lack of qualified personnel;
specificity of a given enterprise’s products; language. In turn, external factors hampering
internationalisation are: lack of capital; lack of appropriate public support; absence of relevant
information; costs of documents required for transport, or difficulties in completing such
documents; different laws and regulations in a foreign country; tariffs or other trade barriers in
a foreign market; cultural differences (including those in the business culture).
Various business centres, focal points, websites and databases managed or supported by the
European Commission help internationalise SMEs. They include: the web portal Your Europe –
Enterprises (http://europa.eu/youreurope/business/index_pl.htm), European IPR Helpdesk
providing, free of charge, consulting and information as regards intellectual property
(https://www.iprhelpdesk.eu), the European network of national intellectual property offices
(http://www.innovaccess.eu/), the “Erasmus” Programme for young entrepreneurs offering
them

18

5.

opportunities

to

stay

in

another

European

country

(http://www.erasmus-

European Commission and EIM Business & Policy Research, Internationalisation of European SMEs…,

EIM Business & Policy Research 2011, Opportunities for the internationalisation of European SMEs —
Background document 2: Overview of 310 Policy Support Measures at Member State Level, (a study
funded by the European Commission), Zoetermeer; European Commission and EIM Business & Policy
Research, Opportunities for the internationalization of European SMEs, DG Enterprise and Industry,
Brussels, 2011; European Commission, ‘Small Business, Big World — a new partnership to help SMEs
seize global opportunities’, Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the
Council, the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions, European
Commission, Brussels, 2011; European Commission and EIM Business & Policy Research, Do SMEs create
more and better jobs?, DG Enterprise and Industry, Brussels, 2011; European Commission and EIM
Business & Policy Research, Internationalisation of European SMEs, final report, DG Enterprise and
Industry, Brussels, 2010; European Commission, Supporting the Internationalisation of SMEs, Good
practice selection, DG Enterprise and Industry, Brussels, 2008 European Commission, Supporting the
Internationalisation of SMEs, final report of the Expert Group, DG Enterprise and Industry, Brussels,
2007.
19
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entrepreneurs.eu/), the SOLVIT system helping citizens and enterprises solve disputes with
public

administration

bodies

in

other

Member

States

(http://ec.europa.eu/

solvit/index_pl.htm), the Enterprise Europe Network, a service point helping SMEs: develop
their activities in new markets; get access to new technologies or licenses to use them; get access
to EU funding and EU funds (http://een.ec.europa.eu/index_pl.htm), a European portal for
small enterprises including information on EU policies, programmes and initiatives supporting
SMEs (http://ec.europa.eu/small-business/index_pl.htm), EUREKA, the Eurostars programme
offering

funding

activities/eurostars),

of

international
and

(www.clustercollaboration.eu)20.

the

research
European

for

SMEs

Cluster

(www.eurekanetwork.org/
Collaboration

Platform

The development of small and medium-sized companies is

supported financially by the EU programme COSME – Competitiveness of Small and Mediumsized Enterprises (https://ec.europa.eu/growth/smes/cosme_pl). The basic problem, however,
is that SMEs are not aware of the existence of public support for the internationalisation of their
operations: 15% of microenterprises have such knowledge, 27% of medium-sized ones; only 10%
of enterprises not involved in international activities and 22% of SMEs that are involved
internationally. Between 20 and 25 per cent of SMEs in the wholesale and manufacturing
sectors are familiar with programmes of support while in the case of retail, transport and
personal services merely from 10 to 13 per cent21. As a result, few SMEs benefit from the support
offered.
The internationalisation-related obstacles experienced by SMEs operating in EU Member States
and those listed by Swiss enterprises are similar. Just like in the case of the EU, most Swiss
entrepreneurs (37.9%) see as the key one the cost of goods/services offered by the enterprise,
followed by: foreign legislation, internationalisation costs, lack of qualified personnel, the
absence of a branch or an affiliated office outside of Switzerland, lack of international links, lack
of information on the foreign market, public regulations, public administration bodies, business
environment, etc., cultural and language barriers, lack of foreign experience, absence of
cooperation agreements with foreign enterprises, inadequate competences of persons
collaborating with the enterprise, absence of distinctive competences and other 22.
Just like in the EU, also Switzerland has various organisations and websites, helpdesks, and
programmes for SMEs, such as: OSEC Business Network Switzerland (www.osec.ch), Swiss

European Commission, Guidebook. How to support SME Policy from Structural Funds. Supporting the
Internationalisation of SMEs, Luxembourg, 2014, 57.
21 European Commission and EIM Business & Policy Research, Internationalisation of European SMEs…,
7.
22 R. Baldegger, Swiss International Entrepreneurship Survey 2016. Résultats de l’étude sur le
comportement d’internationalisation des PME suisses, Fribourg, 2016, 32.
20
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Import Promotion Programme (www.sippo.ch), World Trade Centre Geneva (www.wtcgeneva.ch) and Association Swiss Export (www.swisstrade.com)23.
Additionally, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (EDA) and the Federal Secretariat of State for
Economy (SECO), together with Swiss representatives abroad, support SMEs. Around 150
embassies and consulates general guarantee Swiss entities consultancy and information
dissemination, assistance in arranging their participation in fairs, brokering business contacts
and support in accessing official institutions and organisations abroad, representation of the
interests of Swiss enterprises, and intervening at relevant institutions and state bodies.
In the case of certain countries (like Brazil, China, Germany, France, United Kingdom, Hong
Kong, India, Italy, Japan, Canada, Korea, Austria, Poland, Russia, Spain, South Africa, the USA
as well as United Arab Emirates for the countries of the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) and
Singapore for the countries of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations – (ASEAN)), the Swiss
government has launched – in cooperation with the Swiss Organisation for Export and
Investment Promotion (Switzerland Global Enterprise) – a network of officers for export and
investment support – Swiss Business Hubs. With one exception, Swiss Business Hubs are part
of the structure of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (EDA); the SBH office in Austria is run by a
bilateral chamber of commerce. Such offices offer assistance in forging business contacts and
professional consulting. Swiss Business Hub operates also in Poland. As part of the Swiss
Embassy, it is in charge of supporting Swiss companies on the Polish market, Swiss exports to
Poland and promoting Switzerland as a place to invest in. Swiss Business Hub Polska also
represents the Swiss Organisation for Export and Investment Promotion – Switzerland Global
Enterprise (S-GE) in Poland and is active promoting Switzerland as an attractive market for
Polish SMEs24.

https://www.eda.admin.ch/countries/poland/pl/home/szwajcaria/wspieranie.html [accessed on 19
November 2017].
24
https://www.eda.admin.ch/countries/poland/pl/home/przedstawicielstwa/swiss-business-hub.html
[accessed on 19 November 2017].
23
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2. Legal bases for service activities and temporary provision of
services in Switzerland by SMEs from EU Member States
As part of the second package of bilateral agreements (Bilaterals II), formal negotiations
concerning the general liberalisation of movement of services began on 2 July 2002. Because of
the number of unanswered questions and the complexity of the matter, the talks were
suspended with approval of both parties in March 2003. The approach defended by the Union
included the adoption of the Community services acquis by Switzerland also in areas covered by
horizontal policies. According to the Federal Council, the full adoption of the EU’s existing and
future acquis would have certainly brought Switzerland some financial benefits yet would also
have compromised the country’s global competitiveness. It would have been impossible to retain
Switzerland-specific legal standards and regulations which differed from those applicable in the
EU25.
Both of the Union’s freedoms, of enterprise and service provision, are regulated only to a limited
extent in the bilateral agreements between the EU and Switzerland and the scale of Swiss-EU
integration is much narrower than that within the Union’s internal market between the Member
States. Above all, there is no separate agreement on the free movement of services. In this
context, the WTO rules make the only general basis as regards trade in services between the EU
and Switzerland. Additionally, some sector-based agreements have been concluded that regulate
exchange of services in bullet points covering: free temporary supply of services and supply of
services by natural persons, insurances, land transport, air transport, and public procurement 26.

2.1. Trade in services in the WTO system
Over the recent decades, national and international economies have been based on trade in
services. The growing role of services – called economy servicisation27 – is related to the process

Avis du Conseil fédéral du 22.09.2006 concernant la motion du Groupe socialiste (06.3291), Ouverture
du marché pour les prestataires de services destinés aux entreprises et les prestataires de services
financiers,
https://www.parlament.ch/fr/ratsbetrieb/suche-curia-vista/geschaeft?AffairId=20063291
[accessed on 5 November 2017].
26 Rapport du Conseil fédéral Rapport du Conseil fédéral en réponse au Postulat Keller-Sutter [13.4022]
« Un accord de libre-échange avec l'UE à la place des accords bilatéraux », Juin 2015,
https://www.eda.admin.ch/dam/dea/fr/documents/berichte_botschaften/BR-Bericht-150605_fr.pdf
[accessed on 05 November 2017].
27 Servicisation is a process “of increased importance of services in the economy, manifesting itself by both
a higher share of the third sector and the extension of various service functions in other sectors”, S. M.
Szukalski, Serwicyzacja gospodarki i industrializacja usług, ‘Handel Wewnętrzny’ 2004, No. 4–5, 48.
25
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of a social-economic development and is a symptom of its reaching its ever-higher levels28. The
doctrine29 indicates that in the economies of highly-developed countries that is a consequence of
the high share of various services in the national economy: transport, communications,
financial, wholesale and retail distribution, business and IT services. Thus, the absence of
regulation of international trade in services until the subject was discussed within the WTO did
not result from its petty economic importance but was rather linked to problems with reaching
an agreement on a relevant legal framework. A breakthrough in that regard was negotiations
during the Uruguay Round that led to the adoption of a multilateral international agreement –
General Agreement on Trade in Services – the GATS30.
The GATS’s structure is similar to that of the GATT, yet it also contains a number of specific
elements taking account of the differences in trade in services and goods. They primarily result
from the following facts: 1. Services are intangible, non-durable and impossible to store; 2.
There are many ways to offer services, which is not the case for goods; 3. International trade in
services usually requires the flow of more than one factor of production, and 4. National
regulations on services are more diverse and extensive than those concerning goods. Differences
between trade in services and goods also concern such concepts as the principle of origin or
similarity of products31.

2.1.1. Four ways to supply services according to the GATS
International trade in services is defined as trade between entities that are residents of a given
economy and its non-residents32. In the case of the GATS (Article I(2)), four ways of crossborder service supply have been distinguished: “a) from the territory of one Member into the
territory of any other Member (cross-border supply); b) in the territory of one Member to the
service consumer of any other Member (consumption abroad); c) by a service supplier of one
Member, through commercial presence in the territory of any other Member (commercial

A. Wróbel, Międzynarodowa wymiana usług, Warsaw, 2009, 60; S. M. Szukalski, Serwicyzacja
gospodarki…; M. Okulus, “Usługi jako czynnik aktywizujący długofalowy rozwój gospodarki”, Raporty, vol.
71, Instytut Rozwoju i Studiów Strategicznych, Warsaw, 1998, 22.
29 A. Fiuk, “Usługi biznesowe w krajach Unii Europejskiej”, In Unia Europejska. Integracja,
konkurencyjność, rozwój, K. Kłosiński (ed.), Lublin, 2007, 33; A. Wróbel, Międzynarodowa…, 68.
30 Notice of the Minister Foreign Affairs of 23 February 1998 concerning the announcement of annexes to
the Agreement establishing the World Trade Organisation (WTO), Annex 1B, General Agreement on Trade
in Services, OJ 1998, No. 34, item 195.
31 M. Steinicke, “Trade in Services”, In WTO Law. From a European Perspective, B. E. Olsen, M. Steinicke,
K. E. Sørensen (eds.), Kluwer Law International, 2012, 326; N. F. Diebold, Non-discrimination in
International Trade in Services. ‘Likeness’ in WTO/GATS, Cambridge, 2010, 23ff.
32 Manual on Statistics..., 9.
28
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presence), and d) by a service supplier of one Member, through presence of natural persons of a
Member in the territory of any other Member (presence of a natural person)”33.
Pursuant to Article XXVIII(j), the term “person” means “either a natural person or a juridical
person”. The term “natural person” is uncontroversial yet one needs to stress that only natural
persons from the countries that are WTO members are covered by the GATS. The notion of a
juridical person was defined in detail in Article XXVIII(l)(m) and (n) of the GATS. Under those
provisions, the juridical person means “any legal entity duly constituted or otherwise organised
under applicable law, whether for profit or otherwise, and whether privately-owned or
governmentally-owned, including any corporation, trust, partnership, joint venture, sole
proprietorship or association” (Article XXVIII(l) of the GATS). In this context, the Agreement
defines a “juridical person of another Member” as “constituted or otherwise organised under the
law of that other Member, and is engaged in substantive business operations in the territory of
that Member or any other Member”. In the case of service supply through commercial presence,
the juridical person is owned or controlled by: natural persons of that Member or juridical
persons of that other Member (Article XXVIII(m) of the GATS). A juridical person is: “owned”
by persons of a Member if more than 50 per cent of the equity interest in it is beneficially owned
by persons of that Member; “controlled” by persons of a Member if such persons have the power
to name a majority of its directors or otherwise to legally direct its actions; “affiliated” with
another person when it controls, or is controlled by, that other person; or when it and the other
person are both controlled by the same person (Article XXVIII(n) of the GATS).
As the GATS covers all the ways in which services are traded across borders, it might seem that
there is no need to differentiate between them. Nevertheless, such differentiation is necessary
since detailed obligations of states relate separately to each of the four ways there are.
The first way – cross-border trade – assumes that a service is provided on the territory of a WTO
member from the territory of another WTO member. A consumer from one country receives a
service from another country through means of electronic communications or by post. The
service provision will not take place in a specific place but will always be remote and not require
the service provider’s moving to another WTO country. In this way, such services as legal,
consulting, medical (telemedicine) or distant learning can be supplied in a cross-border fashion.
The second way – foreign service consumption – covers situations when the service consumer,
defined as “any person that receives or uses a service” (Article XXVIII(i)) goes to another
country to receive a service, e.g. a student, tourist, or patient. In this case, the service is supplied
in the territory of a WTO member for a consumer from another WTO member. The common
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A. Wróbel, Międzynarodowa…, 53; M. Matsushita, Thomas J. Schoenbaum, P. C. Mavroidis, M. Hahn,
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feature of the first and second ways of provision is the fact that the service provider is outside of
the territory of the country importing the service and there is no need for the movement of other
factors of production34.
The third way – commercial presence – “means any type of business or professional
establishment, including through: the constitution, acquisition or maintenance of a juridical
person, or the creation or maintenance of a branch or a representative office, within the territory
of a Member for the purpose of supplying a service” (art. XXVIII(d) of the GATS). Examples
include hospitality services, bank branches and construction or transport services supplied in a
number of countries. Trade presence in the host state usually requires investment and capital
flow, which is why this scenario is often compared with investment protection rules 35. A
considerable proportion of the cross-border service provision covered by the GTAS is executed
in this way36.
The fourth way – the presence of natural persons supplying services – consists in natural
persons from one country moving to another to provide services there. This type of cross-border
trade in services will be often combined with the third way – commercial presence – when a
foreign natural person is employed by a foreign enterprise for the purpose of service supply 37. To
define what the fourth way involves, it is vital to differentiate between the presence of the
natural person in the host state with a view to commencing work and the presence of the natural
person with a view to providing services. Such matters are regulated in the Annex on movement
of natural persons supplying services under the Agreement38. It transpires from it that the

N. F. Diebold, Non-discrimination…, 26, 27; D. Carreau, P. Juillard, Droit international économique,
Paris, 2013, 316,317.
35 N. F. Diebold, Non-discrimination…, 26 ; M. Matsushita, Thomas J. Schoenbaum, P. C. Mavroidis, M.
Hahn, The World Trade Organization…, 617.
36 M. Steinicke, “Trade in Services”…, 328.
37 Ibidem, 328, 329.
38 The Annex on movement of natural persons supplying services under the Agreement stipulates that:
“1. This Annex applies to measures affecting natural persons who are service suppliers of a Member, and
natural persons of a Member who are employed by a service supplier of a Member, in respect of the supply
of a service.
2. The Agreement shall not apply to measures affecting natural persons seeking access to the employment
market of a Member, nor shall it apply to measures regarding citizenship, residence or employment on a
permanent basis.
3. In accordance with Parts III and IV of the Agreement, Members may negotiate specific commitments
applying to the movement of all categories of natural persons supplying services under the Agreement.
Natural persons covered by a specific commitment shall be allowed to supply the service in accordance
with the terms of that commitment.
4. The Agreement shall not prevent a Member from applying measures to regulate the entry of natural
persons into, or their temporary stay in, its territory, including those measures necessary to protect the
integrity of, and to ensure the orderly movement of natural persons across, its borders, provided that such
measures are not applied in such a manner as to nullify or impair the benefits accruing to any Member
under the terms of a specific commitment. (The sole fact of requiring a visa for natural persons of certain
Members and not for those of others shall not be regarded as nullifying or impairing benefits under a
specific commitment)”.
34
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fourth way covers persons providing services as self-employed individuals, temporarily or as
posted workers.

2.1.2. The key provisions of the GATS
Pursuant to Article I(1) of the GATS, “This Agreement applies to measures by Members affecting
trade in services”. Under this provision, the term “measure” means any measure applied by a
Member, be it in the form of a legal act, provision, principle, procedure, decision, administrative
activities or any other, while “measures by Members affecting trade in services” cover measures
referring to: purchase of, payment for or use of a service; access to and use of, in relation to
service provision, services as to which there exists the requirement to offer them publicly
defined by such Members; presence including the commercial presence of persons from a
Member with a view of supplying services in the territory of another Member.
The basic rules concerning the measures applied by WTO members expressed in the GATS are
largely identical to those in the GATT. They include: the clause of most-favoured-nation
treatment (MFN), transparency, national treatment and market access. Due to a different
structure of the GATS, these rules are applied differently than in the case of the GATT. The first
two – the MFN clause and transparency – are of general nature and applicable to all service
sectors and all the GATS state parties. Whereas the last two (national treatment and market
access) are subject to restrictions resulting from a non-uniform approach to individual service
sectors and apply differently to particular GATS members depending on the specific
commitments made by them.
M. Kałduński defines the MFN clause as a “treaty provision under which the state commits itself
vis-à-vis another state to grant it most favourable treatment in an agreed sphere of international
relations”39. The clause was introduced in Article II(1) of the GATS and stipulates that “with
respect to any measure covered by this Agreement, each Member shall accord immediately and
unconditionally to services and service suppliers of any other Member treatment no less
favourable than that it accords to like services and service suppliers of any other country”. The
application of the MFN clause is possible in the case of similar services and similar service
providers40. Defining similarity is much more difficult in the case of services than goods due to
the fact that when crossing the border, a commodity has a specific final form whereas services
can change when the service provider and consumer interact and they can be adjusted to the

M. Kałduński, “Klauzula największego uprzywilejowania w prawie konsularnym”, In Wybrane
zagadnienia współczesnego prawa konsularnego (z perspektywy prawa i praktyki międzynarodowej
oraz polskiej), P. Czubik, W. Burek (eds.), Cracow, 2014, 48-49.
40 P. Delimatsis, N. Diebold, M. Molinuevo, M. Panizzon, P. Sauvé, “Developing trade rules for services; a
case of fragmented coherence?”, In The Prospects of International Trade Regulation. From
Fragmentation to Coherence, T. Cottier, P. Delimatsis (eds.), Cambridge, 2011, 258-264.
39
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needs of the latter. This means that two services rarely have exactly the same content. Useful in
defining similarity can be the service classification offered by the World Trade Organisation
(GNS/W/120). Belonging to the same category may indicate that the services in question are
similar. One should also take into account the characteristic features of the service and service
provider as well as what consumers’ needs the service satisfies.

2.1.3. Trade in Services Agreement (TiSA)
Further liberalisation of trade in services is the object of negotiations during the Doha Round.
To date, the talks have concerned changing or supplementing the GATS general rules as well as
detailed commitments of individual WTO members. However, they have not resulted in any
considerable progress. In the face of the impasse, some WTO members referred to as Really
Good Friends of Services began optional negotiations concerning the Trade in Services
Agreement – TiSA. It is currently negotiated by 23 WTO members (including the EU), jointly
accounting for 70 % of global trade in services. The TiSA aims at liberalising trade in services
going beyond the GATS in such areas as licensing, financial services, telecommunications,
electronic commerce and maritime transport, as well as facilitating temporary stays abroad for
highly qualified specialists with a view to supplying services 41. Documents related to the TiSA
negotiations have been published on a European Commission website trade.ec.europa.eu 42.

2.1.4. GATS rules applicable to Switzerland
Switzerland made commitments as part of the GATS during the Uruguay Round which ended in
1994. As a result of GATS ratification by the Swiss Parliament, the accord entered into force in
1995. Under it, Switzerland made general commitments as well as a range of more detailed ones,
both horizontal and vertical relating to individual sectors 43.
Pursuant to Article II of the GATS, Switzerland committed itself to apply the MFN clause (with
respect to any measure covered by this Agreement, each Member shall accord immediately and
unconditionally to services and service suppliers of any other Member treatment no less
favourable than that it accords to like services and service suppliers of any other country). A

Report from the Commission to the European Parliament and the Council on Trade and Investment
Barriers and Protectionist Trends, 1 July 2014 - 31 December 2015, Brussels, 20 June 2016, COM(2016)
406 final, 22; A. Wróbel, “Liberalizacja międzynarodowego handlu usługami w warunkach kryzysu
negocjacji WTO”, Studia i Prace Wydziału Nauk Ekonomicznych i Zarządzania, 2015, No. 41, 53-65; P.
Sauvé, A Plurilateral Agenda for Services? Assessing the case for a Trade in Services Agreement (TISA),
Suisse National Centre of Competence in Research, Working Paper No. 2013/29, May 2013,
https://www.wti.org/media/filer_public/77/73/777372c1-a356-469b-9dcd-42668a8e855a/
tisa_p_sauve.pdf [accessed on 27 November 2017].
42 http://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/press/index.cfm?id=1133 [accessed on 19 November 2017].
43 M. Matsushita, Thomas J. Schoenbaum, P. C. Mavroidis, M. Hahn, The World Trade Organization…,
64ff.
41
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general commitment incumbent upon all member countries of the Agreement, including
Switzerland, is ensuring transparency. In accordance with Article III of the GATS, the Member
countries of the Agreement are obliged, inter alia, to publish information on all relevant
measures of general application which pertain to or affect the operation of this Agreement and
international agreements pertaining to or affecting trade in services to which a Member is a
signatory as well as to inform the Council for Trade in Services of the introduction of new
measures in that regard and establish enquiry points facilitating information exchange between
GATS Members. As part of such general commitments, Switzerland has introduced a restriction
concerning preferential treatment of EU and EFTA countries.
In parallel to general commitments, each Member of the Agreement assumes detailed
obligations. The GATS is then a highly flexible legal instrument that allows the parties to it take
into consideration specific domestic political and economic objectives. The detailed
commitments pertain to all four ways of providing services covered by the GATS (1. cross-border
supply 2. consumption abroad; 3. commercial presence, 4. presence of a natural person) as
regards market access and national treatment 44. Under Article XVI of the GATS, each Member
shall accord services and service suppliers of any other Member treatment no less favourable
than that provided for under the terms, limitations and conditions agreed and specified in its
Schedule (ensuring market access). Further, under Article XVII of the GATS, “In the sectors
inscribed in its Schedule, and subject to any conditions and qualifications set out therein, each
Member shall accord to services and service suppliers of any other Member, in respect of all
measures affecting the supply of services, treatment no less favourable than that it accords to its
own like services and service suppliers” (ensuring national treatment). Such schedules of
specific commitments may also feature additional ones that are not objects of Articles XVI and
XVII of the GATS.
Switzerland has edited its Schedule of specific commitments 45 dividing them into horizontal
ones covering all twelve service sectors and their subsectors, if not indicated otherwise, as well
as commitments specific to individual service sectors. As regards market access, Switzerland
sets special restrictions only in the case of the fourth way of service provision (presence of a
natural person). This means that apart from solutions specific to particular sectors Switzerland
can also introduce any barriers in the supply of cross-border services by natural persons in its
territory and does not introduce the liberalisation provided for by Article XVI of the GATS.

M. Steinicke, “Trade in Services”, In WTO Law…, 341.
Liste d'engagements spécifiques (GATS/SC/83; GATS/SC/83/Suppl.2/Rev.1; GATS/SC/
83/Suppl.3/Rev.1; GATS/SC/83/Suppl.4). The list available on the website: WTO, World Bank, GATS
Commitments
–
Switzerland,
http://i-tip.wto.org/services/GATS_Detail.aspx/?id=Switzerland&
sector_path=Allsectors&rta_path=0000 [accessed on 3 February 2017] and SECO - Secrétariat d'Etat à
l'économie,
https://www.seco.admin.ch/seco/fr/home/Aussenwirtschaftspolitik_Wirtschaftliche_
Zusammenarbeit/Wirtschaftsbeziehungen/Internationaler_Handel_mit_Dienstleistungen/GATS_Allgem
ein.html [accessed on 3 February 2017].
44
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Horizontal facilitations in market access have been only with regard to precisely specified
professional categories on the basis of criteria linked to the function performed and the purpose
of movement. They include transfer of staff (transfer de cadres) and transfer of other
indispensable persons (transfert d’autres personnes indispensables)46. Staff transfer includes
transferring to Switzerland: employees of a foreign enterprise to work in a branch or office,
persons in managerial posts and highly qualified specialists. They may stay in Switzerland for up
to three years (the period that can be extended to four years). Whereas other indispensable
persons are: those in managerial posts coming to Switzerland with a view of setting up a
company, persons negotiating service supply contracts and service providing persons not settled
in Switzerland as part of a service supply contract. Persons engaged in such activities receive a
type C visa for not longer than three months, and an employment certificate. In this case, the
restrictions concerning EU and EFTA nationals do not apply; they are treated like citizens of
GATS Members, yet obtain the right to stay on the basis of the B EU/EFTA (right to stay), or L
EU/EFTA (short-term permit for three months) permit.
Switzerland’s specific horizontal commitments concerning treatment provide for the following
restrictions: in the case of the first and second ways of service provision (cross-border supply;
consumption abroad) as regards access to subsidies, tax incentives and tax reliefs; in the case of
the third way of service provision (commercial presence) as regards the required participation of
Swiss citizens and persons residing in Switzerland in company bodies, purchase of immovable
property as well as access to subsidies, tax incentives and tax reliefs. In the case of the fourth
way of service provision (presence of a natural person), Switzerland does not intend to lift the
restrictions. Only the persons listed as having access to the market as part of staff transfer and
considered indispensable can count on national treatment. As for Switzerland’s vertical
commitments concerning specific sectors or subsectors, also the fourth way of cross-border
service supply has been least liberalised. Switzerland’s additional commitments pertain to the
telecommunications sector (voice telephony) 47.

2.2. Rules concerning supply of services and performing service activities
stemming from the Agreement on the free movement of persons

2.2.1. Subjective scope of the Agreement on the free movement of persons
The Agreement on the free movement of persons (AFMP) is applicable to the citizens of the
European Union Member States and those of Switzerland. The freedom of movement covers
also the citizens of Norway and Iceland under the Agreement amending the Convention

Secrétariat d’Etat aux migrations (SEM), Directives et commentaires. Domaine des étrangers
(Directives LEtr) Chapitre 4, Séjour avec activité lucrative, Bern, 2013, 93-94.
47 Liste d'engagements spécifiques..., 8ff.
46
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establishing the EFTA48 as well as those of Liechtenstein under a special bilateral protocol
attached to the EFTA Convention 49. The Agreement also grants entitlements to members of
families of the citizens of the Contracting Parties (Article 3(2), Annex I to the Agreement) and to
workers posted by entities permanently integrated into the economy of the state of origin for the
provision of a service in the host state (Article 17(b), Annex I to the Agreement).
In its subjective scope, the AFMP covers all the citizens of the Contracting Parties, yet the
entitlements it grants pertain only to certain of their categories. These are: employed persons,
persons established on a self-employed basis, persons providing services, persons not pursuing
an economic activity, members of families of such persons, persons enjoying the right of stay
after the end of an economic activity and, under certain conditions, job seekers 50. Pursuant to
the case-law of the Federal Court51, it does not then suffice to be a citizen of an EU Member State
to benefit from the right of stay in Switzerland. One needs also to have a relevant reason for it.
In principle, the freedom accorded by the AFMP concerns natural persons, exceptions being
Article 5 of the Agreement and Article 18 of Annex I, including in its scope service providing
juridical persons. The fact that the Agreement does not cover companies, with the exception of
rights guaranteed to service providing entities, does not mean that the Agreement has had no
impact on Swiss company law. The requirements relating to nationality and residence set under
the Code of Obligations52 have been changed that concerned members of bodies of capital
companies. The Federal Council concluded that such requirements led to discrimination against
citizens of other countries residing in Switzerland 53. The obligation to hold Swiss nationality was
lifted on 1 January 2008 whereas the requirements related to residing in Swiss territory have
been eased to include a single person serving on company bodies. For example, in the case of a
limited liability company (société anonyme), pursuant to Article 718465 of the Code of
Obligations, the company must be represented by one person residing in Switzerland who is a
board member or director.

Agreement amending the Convention on the European Free Trade Association (Accord amendant la
Convention instituant l’Association européenne de libre-échange) signed in Vaduz on 12 June 2001; it
entered into force on the same day as the Agreement on free movement of persons, i.e. on 1 June 2002, RO
2003 2685.
49 Protocol signed in Vaduz on 21 June 2001 attached to Annex K – Appendix 3 to the EFTA Convention.
Nationals of Liechtenstein have enjoyed free movement in Switzerland since 1 January 2005.
50 Ch. Kaddous, D. Grisel, Libre circulation des personnes et des services, Basel, 2012, 869.
51 ATF, 14.01.2011, 2C_633/2011, paragraph 5; ATF 134 II 25, paragraph 5.
52 Loi fédérale complétant le Code civil suisse (Livre cinquième: Droit des obligations) du 30 mars 1911
Code des obligations (CO), RS 220.
53 Message concernant la révision du code des obligations (Droit de la société à responsabilité limitée;
adaptation des droits de la société anonyme, de la société coopérative, du registre du commerce et des
raisons de commerce), 19.12.2001, FF 2002 2949 ; Ch. Kaddous, D. Grisel, Libre circulation..., 872.
48
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2.2.2. Objective scope of the Agreement on the free movement of persons
The objective scope of the AFMP covers: 1) the free movement of employed persons, persons
established on a self-employed basis, persons not pursuing an economic activity, 2)
liberalisation of the provision of cross-border services by natural and juridical persons for
maximum 90 working days per year, 3) coordination of social insurance systems, 4) mutual
recognition of diplomas. In that regard, the Agreement provides for a discrimination ban/equal
treatment order (Article 2), right of entry and residence (Articles 3-6). Additionally, Article 7 of
the Agreement lists: 1) the right to equal treatment with nationals in respect of access to, and the
pursuit of, an economic activity, and living, employment and working conditions, 2) the right to
occupational and geographical mobility which enables nationals of the Contracting Parties to
move freely within the territory of the host state and to pursue the occupation of their choice, 3)
the right to stay in the territory of a Contracting Party after the end of an economic activity, 4)
the right of residence for members of the family, irrespective of their nationality, 5) the right of
family members to pursue an economic activity, irrespective of their nationality; 6) the right to
acquire immovable property in so far as this is linked to the exercise of rights conferred by this
Agreement.

2.2.2.1. Discrimination ban
The discrimination ban is a central provision of the Agreement on the free movement of
persons. It has been expressed in Article 2 of that legal act stipulating that “Nationals of one
Contracting Party who are lawfully resident in the territory of another Contracting Party shall
not, in application of and in accordance with the provisions of Annexes I, II and III to this
Agreement, be the subject of any discrimination on grounds of nationality”. It transpires from
this provision that the non-discrimination principle concerns only the application of the
annexes to the Agreement and not the entire Agreement. In its case-law, however, the Federal
Supreme Court treats the non-discrimination principle as basic for the application of the entire
Agreement in order to ensure citizens of EU Member States enjoy the same living, employment
and working conditions as those applied to Swiss citizens 54. In other words, the Federal
Supreme Court underscores the parallel and equivalent nature of the internal market freedoms
and the solutions found in the Agreement on the free movement of persons. A more restrictive
stance on the matter has been taken by the CJEU. In its judgment in Grimme 55, the Court
adopted a functional interpretation emphasising that the objective of the AFMP was not
Switzerland’s participation in the internal market but reinforcement of the link between the
Parties. The Court stated that Article 2 of the AFMP prohibited discrimination solely on grounds

54
55

AFT 133 V 265, paragraph 5.2.
CJEU judgment of 12 October 2009, Grimme, Case C-351/08, ECR 2009, p. I-10777, paragraphs 26-29.
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of nationality and only in situations when the provisions of Annexes I-III to the Agreement were
applicable. In its later judgments, the CJUE, however, has stressed the similarity between the
wording of the AFMP and that of TFEU provisions. In its judgments in Bukovansky 56 and then
Radgen57, the CJEU indicates that “As is apparent (…) from the preamble to and Articles 1 and
16 of the Agreement on the free movement of persons, the objective of the Agreement is to bring
about, for the benefit of nationals of the European Union and of the Swiss Confederation, the
free movement of persons in the territory of the contracting parties to that agreement based on
the rules applying in the European Union, the terms of which must be interpreted in accordance
with the case-law of the Court of Justice”. The CJEU has also found that the objective of the
Agreement is “pursuant to Article 1(a) and (d) of the Agreement (…) granting to those [of the
Union and the Swiss Confederation] nationals, inter alia, a right of entry, residence, access to
work as employed persons and the same living, employment and working conditions as those
accorded to nationals of the individual states in question”58. Consequently, it should be assumed
that the case-law of the CJEU concerning the term “discrimination on grounds of nationality”
should be taken into account when interpreting the Agreement on the free movement of
persons. In accordance with it, discrimination should be understood as different treatment of
similar situations and equal treatment of different situations, when this is not objectively
justified59. Inequality can take the form of open (direct) discrimination when because of their
nationality entities from other Member States are treated less favourably than those from the
host country. Discrimination can also be indirect (hidden). This covers situations when
regulations of the host country formally pertain to domestic and foreign entities in the same
way, yet in reality put entities from other Member States at a disadvantage 60.

2.2.2.2. Right of entry and residence
Most legal provisions on foreigners’ entry and stay in Switzerland are included in the Federal
Act on Foreign Nationals61 and the Federal Council’s ordinance on admission, residence and
gainful employment62. These acts establish a legal system applied to third country nationals who

CJEU judgment of 19 November 2015, Bukovansky, Case C-241/14, EU:C:2015:766, paragraph 40.
CJEU judgment of 21 September 2016, Radgen, Case C-478/15, ECLI:EU:C:2016:705, paragraph 36.
58 Ibidem, paragraph 37.
59 CJ judgment of 14 February 1995 in Case C-279/93 Finanzamt Köln-Altstadt v Roland Schumacker,
ECR 1995, p. I-00225, paragraph 30; CJ judgment of 14 September 1999 in Case C-391/97 Frans
Gschwind v Finanzamt Aachen-Außenstadt, ECR 1999, p. I-05451, paragraph 21.
60 CJ judgment of 26 June 2001 in Case C-212/99 Commission v Italy, ECR 2001, p. I-04923, paragraph
24; CJ judgment of 19 March 2002 in Case C-224/00 Commission v Italy, ECR 2002, p. I-02965,
paragraph 15; CJ judgment of 1 June 2010 in Joined Cases C-570/07 and C-571/07 José Manuel Blanco
Pérez, María del Pilar Chao Gómez v Consejería de Salud y Servicios Sanitarios (C-570/07), Principado
de Asturias (C-571/07), ECR 2010, p. I-4629, paragraph 119.
61 Loi fédérale sur les étrangers, du 16 décembre 2005, RS 142.20
62 Ordonnance relative à l'admission, au séjour et à l'exercice d'une activité lucrative (OASA) du 24 octobre
2007, RS 142.201, RO 2007 5497.
56
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are not citizens of the EU and EFTA 63, to whom the AFMP applies. Under Article 1(a) of the Act
on Foreign Nationals, it may be applied to EU citizens only when its provisions are more
favourable than those of the AFMP and if the Agreement does not stipulate otherwise 64.
The AFMP introduces two categories of rights: first, the right of entry in Swiss territory and the
right to exit it; secondly, the right of residence in Switzerland and access to an economic activity
there.
The right to enter and exit the Confederation has been specified in Article 1 of Annex I to the
Agreement under which an EU citizen may enter the Swiss territory upon production of a valid
identity card or passport. Switzerland may demand no entry visa or equivalent requirement
from EU nationals, save in respect of members of the family and posted workers who do not
have EU citizenship. EU nationals, members of their families and posted workers have the right
to leave Swiss territory simply upon production of a valid identity card or passport. Switzerland
may not demand any exit visa or equivalent requirement from them. The parties to the
Agreement may require them to report their presence in the territory. Article 9 of the Federal
Council’s ordinance on the gradual implementation of the free movement of persons regulates
the procedure of entry notification and defines when it is necessary65.
Article 4 of the AFMP and Article 2(1) of Annex I thereto guarantee the nationals of the parties
thereto the right of residence and access to an economic activity. That right shall be
substantiated through the issue of a residence permit or, for persons from frontier zones, by
means of a special permit. It may be limited in case of transitional provisions issued based on
Article 10 of the Agreement. They currently cover the nationals of Croatia, Bulgaria and
Romania.
There exist the following types of permits for EU nationals in Switzerland:


short-term stay permit (L EU/EFTA)



initial residence permit (B EU/EFTA)



permanent residence permit (C EU/EFTA)

M. Pellanda, Le transfert de cadres dans le droit des migrations, Université de Bâle, 2012, 3.
Ch. Kaddous, D. Grisel, Libre circulation..., 885.
65 Ordonnance sur l'introduction progressive de la libre circulation des personnes entre, d'une part, la
Confédération suisse et, d'autre part, l'Union européenne et ses États membres, ainsi qu'entre les États
membres de l'Association européenne de libre-échange (Ordonnance sur l'introduction de la libre
circulation des personnes, OLCP) du 22 mai 2002, RS 142.203, RO 2002 1741.
63
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stay permit with a view of pursuing an economic activity for members of the families of
international organisations’ officials or members of foreign representations (Ci
EU/EFTA)



stay permit for employed and self-employed cross-border commuters (G EU/EFTA).

2.2.2.3. Right of family reunification
The right of free movement between the EU and Switzerland is also enjoyed by members of the
families of nationals of the parties to the Agreement on the free movement of persons, whatever
their nationality. Under Article 3(2) of Annex I thereto, the following shall be regarded as
members of the family: 1) his spouse and their relatives in the descending line who are under the
age of 21 or are dependent; 2) his relatives in the ascending line and those of his spouse who are
dependent on him; 3) in the case of a student, his spouse and their dependent children. The
Contracting Parties shall facilitate the admission of any member of the family not covered by the
provisions above, if that person is a dependant or lives in the household of the national of a
Contracting Party in the country of provenance.
In its case-law concerning family reunification, the Federal Supreme Court has taken into
account CJEU judgments. Initially, consistently with the CJEU judgment in Akrich 66, it found in
its 2003 verdict67 that a national of a third country wishing to resort to family reunification
should have stayed legally in the territory of an EU Member State before. Once the CJEU
changed its jurisprudence practice in the 2008 judgment in Metock 68, the Federal Supreme
Court also adopted its case-law not requiring any more a prior stay in EU territory of a third
country national in order to be able to benefit from family reunification 69.
Pursuant to the Agreement on the free movement of persons, members of the family of an EU
national with the right to stay in Switzerland are entitled to enter and exit Switzerland (Article
1(1) of Annex I thereto) and the right to stay (Article 7(c)) of the Agreement), while the spouse
and the dependent children or children aged under 21 of a person having a right of residence
have the right to take up an economic activity whatever their nationality (Article 3(5) of Annex I
thereto). Further, the children of a national of a Contracting Party, whether or not he is pursuing
or has pursued an economic activity in the territory of the other Contracting Party, shall be
admitted to general education, apprenticeships and vocational training courses on the same

CJEU judgment of 23 September 2003 in Case C-109/01 Akrich, ECR 2003, p. I-9607, paragraph 50.
ATF 130 II 1.
68 CJEU judgment of 25 July 2008 in Case C-127/08 Metock, ECR 2008, p. I-6421; F. Maiani, "La « saga
Metock », ou des inconvénients du pragmatisme helvétique dans la gestion des rapports entre droit
européen, droit bilatéral et droit interne", Revue de droit suisse, 2011 (I), 46-49.
69 ATF 136 II 5.
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basis as nationals of the host state, if those children are living in its territory (Article 3(6) of
Annex I thereto).

2.2.2.4. Right to stay after the end of an economic activity
Under the Agreement on the free movement of persons, nationals of a Contracting Party and
members of their family shall have the right to stay in the territory of another Contracting Party
after their economic activity has finished. In the case of that right provisions no longer
applicable in the EU are applied mutatis mutandis yet because of the static nature of the AFMP
they still apply in EU-Swiss relations. Those are Regulation (EEC) No 1251/70 70 and Directive
No 75/34/EEC71. Pursuant to Article 2 of the former and Article 2 of the latter, the following
employed and self-employed persons shall have the right to remain permanently in the territory
of a Member State: 1) who, at the time of termination of his activity, has reached the age laid
down by the law of that Member State for entitlement to an old-age pension and who has been
employed in that State for at least the last twelve months and has resided there continuously for
more than three years; 2) who, having resided continuously in the territory of that State for
more than two years, ceases to work there as an employed person as a result of permanent
incapacity to work; 3) who, after three years’ continuous employment and residence in the
territory of that State, works as an employed person in the territory of another Member State,
while retaining his residence in the territory of the first State, to which he returns, as a rule, each
day or at least once a week.

2.3. Pursuing an economic service activity on a self-employed basis and
cross-border service provision

2.3.1. Pursuing an economic service activity on a self-employed basis
The AFMP also regulates the free movement between the EU and Switzerland of natural persons
pursuing an economic activity as self-employed (Article 1(a) thereto)72. Under Article 12(1) of
Annex I thereto, self-employment means establishing and performing an activity on one’s own
account. The right to perform such an activity is enjoyed by persons “wishing to become
established in the territory of another Contracting Party in order to pursue a self-employed
activity” (Article 12(1) of Annex I thereto). The term “to pursue a self-employed activity”

Regulation (EEC) No 1251/70 of the Commission of 29 June 1970 on the right of workers to remain in
the territory of a Member State after having been employed in that State, OJ L 142 of 1970, 24.
71 Council Directive of 17 December 1974 concerning the right of nationals of a Member State to remain in
the territory of another Member State after having pursued therein an activity in a self-employed capacity,
OJ L 14 of 1975, 10.
72 CJEU judgment of 22 December 2008 in Case C‑13/08 Stamm and Hauser, ECR 2008, p. I‑11087,
paragraph 44.
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emphasises the difference between enterprise and movement of workers operating under the
management of another person and on their account. The expression “to become established”,
in turn, highlights a characteristic feature distinguishing the freedom of enterprise from supply
of services as a given entity enjoys the freedom of enterprise moving from one Member State to
another with a view to operating an enterprise there on a permanent basis and not, as is the case
for services, only a temporary activity.
As regards juridical persons, they are not covered by the Agreement on the free movement of
persons. As compared with the EU internal market legislation, this represents a major gap.
Juridical persons can exercise the freedom of enterprise between the EU and Switzerland in a
limited scope on the basis of agreements concerning individual types of operation, e.g. insurance
or air transport. This has been confirmed by the CJEU in its judgment in Grimme stating that
“with the exception of Articles 5(1) of the Agreement and 18 of Annex I to the Agreement, which
provide that companies have a right to provide specific services, no provision of that Agreement
or its Annex grants any right to legal persons, such as the right of establishment in the territory
of one or other of the Contracting Parties”73.
Pursuant to the case-law of the Federal Supreme Court, from a person wishing to exercise the
freedom of enterprise in Switzerland relevant public administration authorities may request
evidence that they wish to come just for that purpose. In its judgment of 31 August 2004 74, the
Federal Supreme Court stated that a Spanish national might not be considered as a selfemployed tailor since he had not started an effective activity in Switzerland and had not
presented the cantonal authorities with a detailed description of his activity, including the place
of its performance or the steps taken in order to start it, such as: an entry in the register of
enterprises, an entry in the social security fund or a rental contract. Likewise, in its judgment of
6 June 200675 concerning a person holding Swedish and Finnish citizenship, the Federal
Supreme Court indicated that they might not be considered as acting on a self-employed basis
since they were unable to show that while running a translation agency they had regular
clients76.
In Article 13 of Annex I, the AFMP introduced the phrase “a self-employed frontier worker”,
defined as a national of a Contracting Party who is resident in the territory of a Contracting
Party and who pursues a self-employed activity in the territory of the other Contracting Party,
returning to his place of residence as a rule every day or at least once a week. Frontier workers

Judgment in Grimme…, paragraph 35.
ATF of 31 August 2004, 2A.169/2004, paragraph 6.3.
75 ATF 2A.255/2006.
76 M. S. Nguyen, “Le travailleur, l’indépendant, le prestataire de services et le trvailleur détaché en droit
suisse des migrations économiques”, In Migrations et économie. L’accès des étrangers à la vie
économique : les normes et leur application, C. Amarelle, M. S. Nguyen, Bern, 2010, 108.
73
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can reside in any of the Member States, not necessarily those bordering with Switzerland, and
work anywhere in Swiss territory but they must return to their place of residence at least once a
week.
Under Article 16 to the Agreement on the free movement of persons, “A self-employed person
may be denied the right to pursue an activity involving, even on an occasional basis, the exercise
of public authority”. Since the phrase “the exercise of public authority” is an autonomous term
of EU law, it should be defined in accordance with the definition adopted by the CJEU. The
notion of exercising public authority, in the meaning of Article 51(1) of the TFEU, has been
refined by the Court in its case-law. First and foremost, that exception, according to the CJ,
should be interpreted strictly in a manner limiting its scope to what is absolutely necessary for
pursuing the interest which the provision in question lets the Member States protect 77. Further,
the Court has stressed on numerous occasions that the exception provided for in Article 51(1) of
the TFUE should be limited only to an activity that when considered on its own represented
direct and special participation in the exercise of public authority78.
In judgments79 where the CJ assumed that the profession of a notary did not consist in the
exercise of public authority, it listed in detail which activities might not be covered by the
exception in Article 5(1) of the TFEU. These are activities:


auxiliary or preparatory vis-à-vis exercising public authority80,



the exercise of which, although involving contacts, even regular and organic, with
administrative or judicial bodies, as well as cooperation, even compulsory, in their
functioning, leaves the discretion and decision-making powers of the said bodies
intact81,

CJ judgment of 15 March 1988 in Case 147/86 Commission v Greece, ECR 1988, 1637, paragraph 7; CJ
judgment of 29 October 1998 in Case C-114/97 Commission v Spain, ECR 1998, p. I-6717, paragraph 34;
CJ judgment of 30 March 2006 in Case C-451/03 Servizi Ausiliari Dottori Commercialisti, ECR 2006, p. I2941, paragraph 45; CJ judgment of 29 November 2007 in Case C-393/05 Commission v Austria, ECR
2007, p. I-10195, paragraph 35; CJ judgment of 29 November 2007 in Case C-404/05 Commission v
Germany, ECR 2007, p. I-10239, paragraphs 37, 46; CJ judgment of 22 October 2009 in Case C-438/08
Commission v Portugal, ECR 2009, p. I-10219, paragraph 34.
78 CJ judgment of 21 June 1974 in Case 2-74 Jean Reyners v Belgian State, ECR 1974, 631, paragraph 45;
CJ judgment of 13 July 1993 in Case C-42/92 Adrianus Thijssen v Controledienst voor de verzekeringen,
ECR 1993, p. I-04047, paragraph 8; C-114/97 Commission v Spain, paragraph 35; judgment of 30 March
2006 in Case C-451/03 Servizi Ausiliari Dottori Commercialisti, ECR 2006, p. I-2941, paragraph 46; C404/05 Commission v Germany, paragraph 38; C-438/08 Commission v Portugal, paragraph 36; A.
Cieśliński, Wspólnotowe prawo gospodarcze. Swobody rynku wewnętrznego, Tom I, Warsaw: C.H. Beck,
2009, 193.
79 CJ judgment of 24 May 2011 in Case C-47/08 European Commission v Kingdom of Belgium, ECR 2011,
p. I-04105, paragraph 86.
80 Thijssen, paragraph 22; C-114/97 Commission v Spain, paragraph 38; Servizi Ausiliari Dottori
Commercialisti, paragraph 47; C-404/05 Commission v Germany, paragraph 38; C-438/08 Commission v
Portugal, paragraph 36.
81 Reyners, paragraphs 51, 53.
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which do not involve the performance of decision-making powers82, powers of
constraint83 and powers to apply constraint84.

A contrario it transpires from the CJ’s case-law that the exception in Article 51(1) of the TFEU
concerns an activity consisting in the exercise of public authority, influencing the discretion and
decision-making powers of law-applying bodies, making resolutions or applying powers of
constraint (e.g. judges, prosecutors).
Specific activities found by the CJ not to consist in the exercise of public authority are, inter alia:
creation and management of IT systems for the purposes of freedom of enterprise 85; controlling
organic agricultural products by approved private entities86; performance of public medical
transport services87. In its judgement in C-404/05, the CJ stated that entities transporting
patients in ambulances did not exercise public authority, even if pursuant to the German
Highway Code, they may use sound and light signals.
If in the context of performing a given profession only certain activities consist in the exercise of
public authority, that does not preclude limiting access to the performance of that profession to
the country’s own nationals, as the CJ has indicated. This is the difference between the
exception in Article 51 of the TFEU and that in Article 45(4) of the TFEU, which concerns
possible restrictions of free movement of workers, mentions “employment in the public service”
and has a broader meaning88.
Next to the rights of equal treatment, entry and stay, family reunification and remaining in the
host country once the economic activity has finished, self-employed persons also enjoy the right
of professional and geographical mobility. The former consists in the possibility to change one’s
profession and switching from self-employment to employment. The latter includes changes in
the place of establishment and residence.

Thijssen, paragraphs 21, 22; C-393/05 Commission v Austria, paragraphs 36, 42; C-404/05
Commission v Germany, paragraphs 38, 44; C-438/08 Commission v Portugal, paragraphs 36, 41.
83 C-114/97 Commission v Spain, paragraph 37.
84 Judgment of 30 September 2003 in Case C-47/02 Anker and Others, ECR 2003, p. I-10447, paragraph
61; C-438/08 Commission v Portugal, paragraph 44.
85 CJ judgment of 5 December1989 in Case C-3/88 Commission of the European Communities v Italian
Republic, ECR 1989, 4035.
86 C-393/05 Commission v Austria, paragraphs 35, 36; C-404/05 Commission v Germany, paragraphs 37,
38.
87 CJ judgment of 29 April 2010 in Case C-160/08 Commission v Germany, ECR 2010, p. I-3713.
88 M. Kożuch, “Swoboda świadczenia usług w Unii Europejskiej”, In Prawo gospodarcze Unii Europejskiej,
J. Barcz (ed.), Warsaw, 2011, IV-72; I. Kawka, Gospodarcza działalność usługowa w prawie polskim w
świetle unijnych swobód przedsiębiorczości i świadczenia usług, Warsaw: Wolters Kluwer, 2015, 217.
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2.3.2. Residence permits for persons pursuing an activity on a selfemployed basis
Under Article 12 of Annex I to the Agreement on the free movement of persons, a national of a
Contracting Party wishing to become established in the territory of another Contracting Party in
order to pursue a self-employed activity (hereinafter referred to as a “self-employed person”)
shall receive a residence permit valid for a period of at least five years from its date of issue,
provided that he produces evidence to the competent national authorities that he is established
or wishes to become so. The residence permit shall be extended automatically for a period of at
least five years, provided that the self-employed person produces evidence to the competent
national authorities that he is pursuing a self-employed economic activity. In Switzerland, both
employed and self-employed persons may receive from the competent cantonal authorities a B
EU/EFTA residence permit for five years, which may be extended for another five years. The
scope of the AFMP does not cover granting by cantonal authorities residence permits issued for
an indefinite time (C EU/EFTA). Their issuance, in the case of EU nationals, is regulated in the
Act on Foreign Nationals and agreements concerning residence concluded by Switzerland with
individual EU countries (Switzerland concluded such agreements with the EU’s ‘Old 15’). Based
on residence agreements, EU nationals in Switzerland obtain, under the mutuality principle, a
permanent residence permit after five years of continuous and uninterrupted stay in
Switzerland.
Self-employed frontier workers do not require a residence permit (Article 13 of Annex I to the
Agreement). The relevant authorities of the state concerned may nevertheless issue a selfemployed frontier worker with a special permit valid for at least five years provided that he
produces evidence to the competent national authorities that he is pursuing or wishes to pursue
a self-employed activity. The permit shall be extended for at least five years, provided that the
frontier worker produces evidence that he is pursuing a self-employed activity. Frontier workers
receive in Switzerland a G EU/EFTA permit issued for five years. If the duration of their activity
does not exceed three months, notification of the activity will suffice.

2.3.3. Temporary service provision between the EU and Switzerland
The AFMP does not define the notion of a service. Given that it is an autonomous term of EU
law, it should be defined in compliance with the provisions of the TFEU and the case-law of the
CJEU. The legal definition of services can be found in Article 57 of the TFEU. These are
“normally provided for remuneration, in so far as they are not governed by the provisions
relating to freedom of movement for goods, capital and persons” (Article 57(1) of the TFEU).
That provision also includes a list with examples of services. ‘Services’ shall in particular
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include: a) activities of an industrial character, b) activities of a commercial character, c)
activities of craftsmen, d) activities of the professions.
The Court of Justice defines the notion of services very broadly89. It transpires from the CJEU’s
case-law that services also include, inter alia, tourist 90, medical91 and insurance activities92 as
well as transmission of television signals 93. Likewise, the Federal Supreme Court understands
that notion very broadly, and in particular it has considered that activities of prostitutes 94, those
related to covering the costs of court proceedings 95 and those of dentists96 constitute the supply
of services.
Free movement of services is of cross-border nature and takes place when a service itself crosses
the border (e.g. telecommunications services, correspondence courses, or financial services) or
when a service provider or consumer97 leaves for another member State with a view to providing
or using services with the intention of returning to their country of provenance after the end of
that activity. In this context, Article 57(3) of the TFEU states that “the person providing a service
may, in order to do so, temporarily pursue his activity in the Member State where the service is
provided, under the same conditions as are imposed by that State on its own nationals”.
The AFMP provides directly for the possibility of movement between parties to it, both service
providers and consumers. There may be no mention in the Agreement of the very service
moving across the border yet it is acknowledged in source literature 98 that the provisions of the
AFMP concerning services have been to a large extent inspired by EU law and should the parties
to the Agreement in question have wished to exclude such circumstances, they would have done
it explicitly.

J. Snell, Freedom to Provide Services in the Case Law and in the Services Directive: Problems,
Solutions, and Institutions, In The Service Directive. Consequences for the Welfare State and the
European Social Model, U. Neergaard, R. Nilsen, L. Roseberry (eds.), Copenhagen, 2008, 173.
90 CJ judgment of 31 January 1984 in Joined Cases 286/82 and 26/83 Graziana Luisi and Giuseppe
Carbone v Ministero del Tesoro, ECR 1984, p 377; CJ judgment of 26 February 1991 in Case C-198/89
Commission of the European Communities v Hellenic Republic, ECR 1991, p. I-727.
91 CJ judgment of 12 July 2001 in Case C-157/99 B.S.M. Geraets-Smits v Stichting Ziekenfonds VGZ and
H.T.M. Peerbooms v Stichting CZ Groep Zorgverzekeringen, ECR 2001, p. I-05473; CJ judgment of 16
May 2006 in Case C-372/04 The Queen, on the application of: Yvonne Watts v Bedford Primary Care
Trust and Secretary of State for Health, ECR 2006, p. I-04325.
92 CJ judgment of 28 April 1998 in Case C-118/96 Jessica Safir v Skattemyndigheten and Dalarnas län,
formerly Skattemyndigheten and Kopparbergs län, ECR 1998, p. I-01897.
93 CJ judgment of 30 April 1974 in Case 155-73 Giuseppe Sacchi, ECR 1974, 409.
94 ATF of 14 January 2008, 2C_334/2007.
95 ATF 131 I 223.
96 ATF of 17 June 2008, 2C_151/2008
97 Although Article 57 of the TFEU concerns directly just service providers, the CJ in its judgment in Case
Luisi and Carbone stated that the Treaty regulated also the circumstances of service consumers whose
freedom of movement was a necessary derivative of freedom of service providers.
98 Ch. Kaddous, D. Grisel, Libre circulation..., 907.
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The right to freely provide services is enjoyed by persons providing services, including
companies. They may provide services in the territory of the other Contracting Party for a period
not exceeding 90 days’ of actual work in a calendar year (Article 5 the Agreement on the free
movement of persons). That freedom pertains to persons providing services who are nationals of
the EU Member States or Switzerland and are established in the territory of a Contracting Party
other than that of the person receiving services and employees, irrespective of their nationality,
persons providing services, who are integrated into one Contracting Party's regular labour
market and those posted for the provision of a service in the territory of another Contracting
Party (Article 17 of Annex I thereto). In order to ensure the exercise of that freedom, the
Agreement prohibits any restriction on the right of entry and residence of the aforementioned
persons as well as “any restriction on the cross-frontier provision of services in the territory of a
Contracting Party not exceeding 90 days of actual work per calendar year” (Article 17(a-b) of
Annex I to the AFMP). Pursuant to Article 22(3) of Annex I thereto, free movement of services
does not concern the activities of temporary and interim employment agencies and financial
services. Article 5 of the Agreement, in turn, does not apply to an activity involving, even on an
occasional basis, the exercise of public authority.
EU-Switzerland bilateral accords also cover certain sectors, in particular air, rail and road
transport. Indirectly, services are dealt with, too, in bilateral agreements on the media and
scientific and technological cooperation as well as one on public procurement.

2.3.4. Residence permits for temporary service providers and posted
workers
Suppliers of services for up to 90 days of effective work in a calendar year and staff posted by an
enterprise operating in the territory of one of the EU Member States are subject to notification,
if their work lasts more than eight days in a calendar year. In some sectors, such notification is
required from the first day, regardless of the duration of the activity. The sectors in question are:
construction, civil engineering and finishing works, landscape architecture, hotels and
restaurants, industrial and household cleaning, supervision and safety, itinerant trade and erotic
services.
Activity notification is intended to help Swiss authorities control the observance of domestic
labour-related regulations. Working and pay conditions of posted staff 99 must comply with
Swiss law. Typically, the notification is done over the website of the Federal Migration Office
(on-line). In this case, the foreigner receives an automatic confirmation. Foreign nationals may

Loi fédérale sur les mesures d'accompagnement applicables aux travailleurs détachés et aux contrôles
des salaires minimaux prévus par les contrats-types de travail (Loi sur les travailleurs détachés, LDét) du 8
octobre 1999, RS 823.20, RO 2003 1370.
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also register using a dedicated form to be faxed to cantonal authorities in charge of the labour
market. In this case, confirmation is issued only on demand and the relevant fee amounts to
CHF 25100.
In order to provide services regulated in specific bilateral agreements, service providers in
Switzerland typically need to apply for a short-term residence permit EU/EFTA in case of an
activity whose duration exceeds 90 days of work in a calendar year. In case of shorter stays,
service suppliers are obliged to notify of their activity.
Service provision for over 90 days per calendar year is not regulated in the Agreement on the
free movement of persons. If it is not covered in bilateral agreements concerning individual
service sectors, the federal law – Act on Foreign Nationals – applies, which provides for a
system of market access conditions and quotas.
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Département fédéral de justice et police (DFJP), Secrétariat d’État aux migrations (SEM), Prestations
de services transfrontalières (UE/AELE), https://www.sem.admin.ch/content/dam/data/sem/eu/fza/
personenfreizuegigkeit/factsheets/fs-dienstleistungserbringer-f.pdf [accessed on 4 February 2017].
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3. Barriers related to pursuing a service activity and temporary
service provision in Switzerland for small and medium-sized
enterprises
There are many reasons why entrepreneurs decide to move or expand their activity abroad.
Different factors are at play such as: 1) boosting the company’s prestige, 2) direct availability of
business partners in a given country, 3) favourable taxation rules and lower insurance
premiums, 4) opportunities as regards office rental and purchase of movable and immovable
property, 5) ease of opening accounts in foreign banks and loan opportunities, 6) possibility to
enter bids as a local enterprise, 7) possibility to obtain licenses and permits additionally subject
to local restrictions.101 However, there are many obstacles on the way to success. In the case of
Switzerland, its characteristic features include: 1) high competitiveness of the Swiss economy, 2)
cultural and language barriers, 3) complicated tax system, 4) barriers in access to immovable
property, 5) special requirements to be met when opening an account in a cantonal bank, 6)
complicated public procurement system, 7) market access barriers, 8) costs of establishing and
organising an enterprise in Switzerland, 9) domestic market protection: fees and taxes.

3.1. High competitiveness of the Swiss economy
Moving one’s economic activity from Poland to other countries may be beneficial through
boosting the company’s prestige which, in turn, translates into promotion of the brands of
products manufactured or services offered. Managers of companies that have been successful on
the Polish market often decide to move or expand the company’s operation to countries of good
economic reputation or popular with tourists. A standard solution is to open first foreign offices
and shops – or to set up daughter companies – in West European countries, including
Switzerland. For certain industries (fashion, financial services, raw material intermediary
services), countries considered attractive and prestigious win favour of managers responsible for
building the company’s marketing image. Switzerland is regarded as such location as it is
reputed to be a country that is unique in many respects. Although it is no cultural and linguistic,
or even political and economic, unity, it is one of the wealthiest and best prospering countries in
the world. Despite its relatively small geographical area and strong differences across its society,
Swiss citizens belong to one of the world’s richest. Moving away from the traditional methods of
analysing the potential of economies (GDP, inflation), the growth of the Swiss economy is best
reflected by the purchasing power of its currency. Per capita, purchasing power is the highest in
Liechtenstein (54,840 euro), followed by Switzerland with 37,153 euros. Monaco also ranks high
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For more, see https://msp.money.pl/wiadomosci/zarzadzanie/ [accessed on 25 October 2017].
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on the list102. These countries, along with United Arab Emirates, are regarded as prestigious
locations where it is worthwhile to open a shop or foreign office in order to boost the company’s
international reputation103. Entrepreneurs, however, do not focus exclusively on local sales of
their goods or services. This is what large markets like the USA, Russia or China are for and that
is where they often look for their target audience and strategic partners. Building the company’s
brand and prestige starts by locating its representation in rich countries where business success
can be attained or consolidated thanks to the policy of free trade and stable capital. Such places
attract many companies, financial institutions and individuals exerting a considerable impact on
the global economy. They are venues for fairs and conferences as well as concluding contracts
aimed at attracting capital. Undoubtedly, Switzerland is a country perceived as the European
capital of business ‘tourism’. Its position results from not just the recognised renown of many
Swiss banks. It is one of the leading producers and exporters in the food, chemical, defence and
high-tech industries. One barrier which may prove important when building one’s brand’s
prestige in Switzerland is intense competition. It has two dimensions, i.e. both internal and
external. First, the very local Swiss economy is highly competitive, a fact exemplified even by tax
competition between the cantons. One must also remember the country’s traditional work
ethics, entrepreneurship and high level of education. To effectively operate in Switzerland, one
needs to meet these conditions. They, in turn, have been for years drawing to Switzerland both
migrants and investors who stand a chance of expanding their financial empires. The latter
make the external dimension of the economy’s competitiveness since they have often already
been successful in other countries and they just wish to build on it. Because of all this,
Switzerland’s business climate is demanding even for the best and it is not an easy task to
promote one’s company’s image there.

3.2. Language and cultural barriers
Building awareness of one’s own company’s existence on a foreign market, is just the first step
towards finding contractors and business partners. If the enterprise’s growth requires entering
other countries with its offer, such expansion should be duly thought through. Each country has
its own specificities, Switzerland being a special case in point as a cantonal state. That is why
one needs to determine whether the enterprise is to operate throughout the country or a specific
local market. If the entrepreneur decides to look for partners on their own, of most benefit will
be to promote the enterprise’s image online. It is not only about setting up a website in the

In the ‘GfK Purchasing Power Index 2014/15’ ranking list, strong positions are held by just smaller
countries like Luxembourg, Switzerland, Monaco, etc. Poland’s largest neighbour in the EU, Germany, with
81.8 million inhabitants and purchasing power EUR 21,579 per capita, ranks seventh. See more at
http://www.gfk.com/pl/aktualnosci/press-release/wyniki-badania-gfk-purchasing-power-europe20142015/ [accessed on 26 October 2017].
103 Particularly the capital and at the same time an emirate Abu Dhabi (Abu Zabi). More on this available
on the portal www.uae.trade.gov.pl.
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relevant language but also presence on social media, maintaining a blog, or registering in local
catalogues, industry websites and associations. It is also worthwhile to promote one’s business
by means of web-based search engines in order to reach a broad audience spectrum. In this
respect, helpful may be activities by local partners who should be won over. Small enterprises,
mainly service providers, will be helped by local partners in overcoming not just organisational
barriers but also those cultural, and not rarely linguistic. There are many entities supporting
entrepreneurs in finding partners and contractors. Already at the stage of planning one’s activity
in Switzerland, one could use the support of the Polish Chamber of Commerce for Importers,
Exporters and Cooperation. It organises economic missions whose main objective is attracting
business counterparts. Its assistance also covers analysing specific markets in terms of
opportunities for entering it with services based on the needs of local clients. Its activities are
not free of charge yet the Chamber ensures a search for co-funding sources for entities using its
services, particularly those interested in participating in economic missions. Similar services are
provided by the National Chamber of Commerce. If an entrepreneur decides to use support of
commercial entities, they should consider engaging a professional consultancy offering the
service of partners matching, i.e. searching for business partners. It includes the following
activities: setting up a database of prospective partners active in a given sector, establishing
contact with representatives of the companies selected by the contracting party, preparation and
support during meetings with clients and potential partners. Individual stages of professional
advisers’ work involve inter alia desk research or mystery shopping, interviews with experts or
SWAT analysis. Their advantage over the activities of chambers of commerce described above
stems from the fact that they do the entire commissioned work themselves, while the client
receives the analysis with recommendations. Consultancies often have access to commercial
databases, or reports that are not publicly available. The analysis drafting process is performed
by a team specialised in the realities of a given country and often led by a coordinator
experienced in financing enterprise internationalisation processes through Swiss governmental
funds.
If an enterprise wishes to use free legal and organisational assistance already in Switzerland,
they can turn to Trade and Investment Promotion Sections (TIPSs) operating at the Polish
embassy and consulates. They search for contractors themselves or provide information on
possibilities related to initiating and continuing business cooperation as well as the conditions
on starting an economic activity or formal requirements. The Sections are also engaged in
protecting the interests of Polish enterprises vis-à-vis administration and economic operators.
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They also make available, free of charge, databases of importers, potential investors and
exporters, as well as offer support and advice in cooperation with foreign partners 104.
Small and medium-sized enterprises looking for free support can make use of consultations of
Enterprise Europe Network. It is an information and consulting network of the European
Commission established in 2008 by a merger of the networks Euro Info Centre and Innovation
Relay Centres105. It includes around 600 units engaging chambers of commerce, technological
centres, universities and development agencies in over 60 countries across the globe, including
Switzerland. They provide free assistance to micro-, small and medium-sized enterprises as
regards: finding reliable business partners, concluding contracts that are favourable given the
local legislation, information on administration, EU policies and programmes, stimulating
knowledge and technology transfer, stimulating innovative potential of enterprises and
facilitation of their participation in EU research and development framework programmes. In
Poland, the network’s centres are grouped in four consortia covering the entire country. They
include 30 specialised centres operating under the “no wrong door” principle 106. In order to use
assistance of the EEN in Switzerland, one needs to find an institution carrying out a project and
hold an appointment with a consultant who will help create the company’s cooperation profile to
be published in the EEN base and in many countries as wished by the enterprise. The consultant
established contact with centres and enterprises of the network while those interested that have
received the company data can contact it directly. In this case, the only obstacle will be just
language skills, yet the consultant can also act as a foreign-language translator and participate in
legal and economic negotiations. Further, the EEN organises economic missions and broker
meetings. The latter are discussions of representatives of two companies considered one of the
most effective forms of forging business contacts.

3.3. Complicated tax system
Favourable taxation arrangements are one of the key things of interest to foreign companies
wishing to trade or provide services in a given country. Compared with its neighbours,
particularly Germany and France, Switzerland has relatively low tax rates, at least for
enterprises. It should be emphasised, however, that an important administrative barrier is the
very tax system itself. It is so as in Switzerland – apart from common taxes collected in
compliance with the Constitution for the entire Confederation – each canton has its own tax
regulations and rates. Also, they use cantonal regulations to set their own rates of local taxes. In
3,000 Swiss communes, subject to collection are local income taxes, property taxes and other

By the end of 2017, most of the TIPSs will be replaced by Foreign Commercial Offices established on the
basis of the newly-built structure of the Polish Investment and Trade Agency (PAIH), i.e. the former Polish
Information and Foreign Investment Agency.
105 The official website of the EEN: http://een.ec.europa.eu.
106 The EEN in Poland: http://www.een.org.pl
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charges (nine types) and taxes on ownership and expenses (three types). The diversity of taxes
and their rates in individual cantons and communes does not make life easier for the Swiss,
either. In general, the Swiss financial system features the following types of taxes:
a)

direct: on income (PIT), on profit (CIT), withholding tax (Fr. impôt anticipé

niem. Verrechnungssteuer), stamp duty (Fr. droits de timbre, Ger. Stempelabgaben),
b)

indirect taxes and charges: added-value tax VAT, tobacco tax, tax on beer and

spirits, tax on liquid fuels, car tax, customs duties,
c)

canton-set income and property taxes: on income and property, poll tax,

personal and household, taxes on inheritance and gifts, on profit from immovable
property, on purchase/sale, on immovable property, on lottery wins,
d)

taxes on ownership and expenses: on cars, on dogs, on entertainment, stamp

duty, on advertising107.
Swiss tax offices provide detailed information on how a given economic activity will be taxed. It
should be remembered that in some cantons the taxpayer register can be publicly accessed.
Direct taxes on income and property of single-person enterprises and on company profit and
capital are collected by both federal authorities and the cantons and communes. Indirect taxes
and fees in the form of charges on the consumption and use of specific goods are collected by the
state.
Limited liability and joint-stock companies pay taxes on profit and capital. Notably, there is a
large catalogue of tax reliefs and privileges that can be granted at cantonal/municipal level as
well as in specific regions for a period of up to ten years and also at federal level, e.g. for new
investment. The federal government has specified less centralised or economically weaker
regions that can be entitled to financial support for enterprises or a partial or full tax break
concerning tax on profit for a maximum period of ten years. Tax facilitations are envisaged, for
instance, for investment projects that meet specified conditions, i.e. creation of new
manufacturing jobs, not being competitive towards the existing enterprises, etc. Most cantons
envisage full or partial tax facilitations for companies for a maximum period of ten years as an
incentive to establish an enterprise or expand its scope, in the case of those with special
economic importance for the canton. Such facilitations are guaranteed mainly in order to create
new jobs. Most cantons require the creation of at least 10-20 new jobs.
The tax on (corporate) profit at federal level amounts to 8.5 per cent and is increased by the
cantonal part in the region of 8–20 per cent. The income tax of natural persons is slightly
progressive at, on average, 5.8 per cent on income not exceeding 50,000 francs; 12.6 per cent
and 21.5 per cent on income of, respectively, 100,000 francs and 200,000 francs in gross

The nation and the cantons approved on 28 November 2004 a new financial ordinance to be binding up
to 2020 at the latest.
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numbers. The capital tax is not a state duty and in individual cantons it has a uniform rate or a
specific range. Cantons keen to see foreign enterprises established within their borders propose
reliefs. They exempt holdings with no operations in Switzerland from the income tax (‘holding
privilege’). Those with an economic activity there pay the canton a tax of 0-15 per cent of the
common cantonal tax. The base rate of added-value tax VAT (German ‘MwSt’) stands at 7.6 per
cent. For certain goods and services, rates reduced to 2.4 per cent or 3.6 per cent are
applicable108. Each entity performing regular transactions in Switzerland is subject to
registration as a VAT payer once their value has exceeded 75,000 francs. As regards VAT, it
should be remembered that prices of goods and services in Switzerland are relatively very high,
so the low VAT rate mitigates the consumer’s pain. That tax is a competence of the federal
government only and uniform throughout the country. Neither cantons nor communes receive
income from VAT. The scope of VAT application covers the entire country, meaning the territory
of the Swiss state with the areas incorporated into it in customs terms (Principality of
Liechtenstein and Büsingen). As long as residents of the valleys Samnaun and Sampuoir are
excluded from the Swiss customs area, VAT there applies only to services. In case of goods
supplied to the valleys Samnaun and Sampuoir. they are treated as a foreign territory. Tax
deficits of the cantonal level are compensated for by the communes of Samnaun and Tschlin 109.
The key tax of interest to foreign enterprises is that on profit - CIT. At 8.5 per cent, its rate is one
of the lowest in the highly developed world. One needs to remember, however, that apart from
the CIT paid to the federal authorities, the profit tax is paid also to cantonal ones. CIT taxes
collected by the cantons vary from 2.25 per cent in the canton of Schwyz to 10 per cent in the
canton of Geneva and 22 per cent in Basel Stadt. The cantons that traditionally attract seats of
foreign corporations include some German-speaking cantons of central Switzerland: Schwyz
(2.25 per cent), Zug (4 per cent) and Uri (4.7 per cent) 110. If a juridical person has the legal form
of a foundation, and association or a confessional organisation, the reduced CIT rate of 4.25 per
cent is applied111.
Except for the CIT, foreign companies employing staff frequently from other countries outside
of Switzerland are interested in the rates of the personal income tax – PIT. Collected by the

Such groups include: foodstuffs, agricultural products, cut flowers, pharmaceuticals and books. The
reduced Vat rate applies also to the hospitality industry and health resort services. More on
www.efv.admin.ch.
109 On 12 June 2009, the Parliament adopted a Federal VAT Act (MWSTG; SR 641.20) and decided that it
would become effective on 1 January 2010. The Act replaces the Federal VAT Act of 2 September 1999. On
the basis of the new VAT Act, the Federal Council issued on 27 November 2009 a regulation related to the
VAT Act (MWSTV, SR 641.201). On its part, the Federal Financial Department issued inter alia a
regulation on tax-exempted imports of goods in small quantities, of insignificant value or a negligible tax
amount (SR 641.204) as well as the regulation on the tax exemption of domestic supplies of goods destined
for exports in the tourist sector (SR 641.202.2).
110 Data from the portal www.switzerland.trade.gov.pl, [accessed on: 10 November 2017].
111 Data of the Federal Financial Administration FDF of 13.11.2017. For more, see www.efv.admin.ch.
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Swiss federal government, that tax is relatively low. The PIT covers income from remunerated
activity during the year by natural persons residing in Switzerland on a permanent basis. As
regards natural persons, also taxed are income in the form of an old-age/health-related pension,
by-income e.g. in the form of tips, income from immobile property rental and lottery wins. The
federal PIT rate is 11.5 per cent and it is set on a progressive scale. In the case of the PIT, the tax
rates – cantonal ones (the first threshold for those with the lowest wages) are between 1.8 per
cent (Obwalden) and 26 per cent (Basel-Stadt). Most cantons apply the first threshold of the
rate below 10 per cent, with a noticeable trend that the more a given canton wants to attract
foreign investors, the lower its rates (Zug 8 per cent, Schwyz 3.65 per cent and Jura 6.56 per
cent). In case of two cantons, the rates are flat (Uri – 7.2 per cent and Obwalden – 1.8 per
cent)112. For managers and employees from countries with double taxation conventions it
certainly matters that in the canton of the company’s seat the PIT is much lower than in the
country of origin of a given natural person.
Taxes collected by the communes are the third aspect of CIT and PIT taxation. In both cases,
these rates are low, roughly amounting to the rates set by individual cantons. Communes will
sometimes reduce the rates for investors (even to 0 per cent) in the case of the CIT. Notably,
there is no immovable property tax on federal scale. The average total fiscal burden (taxes and
social insurance) in Switzerland amounts to around 31.5 per cent of gross domestic product.
Another barrier in provision of cross-border services between the EU and Switzerland may be
VAT regulations. EU service supplying enterprises used to have to register as VAT payers in
Switzerland when their annual turnover in the country reached a certain threshold. The 2016
amendment resulted in taking into account global and not just Swiss turnover. Consequently,
most EU enterprises supplying cross-border services in Switzerland are obliged to register and
pay VAT. It also forces EU-established companies to have a tax representative in Switzerland, an
additional cost. Also changed have been regulations concerning low-value consignments: they
are VAT-exempt, which reduces the attractiveness of low-value imports (particularly as part of
e-commerce)113.

3.4. Barriers in access to immovable property
To purchase immovable property in Switzerland intended as the place of permanent
establishment or legal and actual main residence of a foreign national, a permit from cantonal
authorities is required. Prior to that, however, another barrier is to be overcome: a Swiss
residence permit. Analysis of Swiss legislation suggests that a purchase of immovable property

Ibidem.
Report from the Commission to the European Parliament and the Council on Trade and Investment
Barriers, 1 January 2016 - 31 December 2016, Brussels on 23 June 2017 COM(2017) 338 final, 13.
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means acquiring the ownership of a house, flat, plot of land, the right to reside or use land; a
share in a property partnership without legal personality whose main purpose is purchase of
immovable property; purchase of the ownership or use of shares in an investment fund of
immovable property whose shares are not traded on the market on a regular basis.
From a regulatory point of view, it is important whether immovable property is to be purchased
by a person residing outside of Switzerland or a foreign national already legally residing in the
country. Under the federal law on the acquisition of real estate by persons who are resident
outside Switzerland,114 in case of permanent residence abroad immovable property may be
purchased only once the permit has been granted. In accordance with its Article 1, the purpose
of the law in question is “preventing Swiss land from being taken over by foreigners”. Foreign
nationals who do not hold relevant permanent residence permits authorising their purchase
have also highly limited opportunities to purchase holiday homes or flats in apartment hotels.
Each year, a permit quota is set at central level, divided between individual cantons. Its
maximum statutorily defined annual number is 1,500 units. In 2007, the cantons received
exactly that quota for the first time. The number of applications for such immovable property
submitted by foreigners exceeds multiple times the limits set, particularly in attractive locations.
The purchase is subject to approval by relevant authorities of individual cantonal offices (e.g.
departments in charge of economy, construction, the police and security, land and mortgage
registers, etc.). Further, individual communes have also a major say in the process and their
opinions may not be rejected. For several years now, a debate has been going on about
liberalising regulations concerning immovable property purchase by foreigners residing abroad.
Since the AFMP entered into force, the conditions of immovable property purchase by EU
nationals in Switzerland have become much more flexible. Pursuant to Article 25 of Annex I
thereto, a national of a Contracting Party who has a right of residence and his principal
residence in the host state shall enjoy the same rights as a national as regards the purchase of
immovable property. He may set up his principal residence in the host state at any time in
accordance with the relevant national rules irrespective of the duration of his employment. The
national of a Contracting Party who has a right of residence but does not have his principal
residence in the host state shall enjoy the same rights as a national as regards the purchase of
immovable property needed for his economic activity. He may also be authorised to purchase a
second residence or holiday accommodation. At the same time, a frontier worker shall enjoy the
same rights as a national as regards the purchase of immovable property for his economic
activity and as a secondary residence. He may also be authorised to purchase holiday
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Loi fédérale sur l'acquisition d'immeubles par des personnes à l'étranger (LFAIE) du 16 décembre 1983,
RS 823.20, RO 2003 1370.
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accommodation. Leaving the host state shall not entail any obligation to dispose of such
property.
With relation to these provisions, European Union nationals residing in Switzerland who hold a
B EU/EFTA residence permit have the right to buy a flat (or a house) or a building plot (if they
start to construct a house within a year) in the place of their residence. The flat may be of any
size while the size of the plot should be such as not to suggest that it – or even its part – is
treated as an investment. It is assumed that plots of up to 3,000 sq. m meet this requirement.
Under Article 25(2) of the Agreement on the free movement of persons, it shall not affect the
rules applying to pure capital investment or business of unbuilt land and apartments.
Rental of immovable property to both legally residing persons and companies (or their local
branches) is unproblematic. Still, it should be emphasised that not any immovable property can
be let and a security in the form of a deposit is often required 115.

3.5. Special requirements to be met when opening an account in a cantonal
bank
Switzerland’s international symbol is its banks. There are over 400 of them, two largest being
UMS AG and Credit Suisse Group whose assets cover more than 50% of the capital placed in
financial institutions across the country. They are also present in the Polish market,
institutionally or as an investor. In the financial system, a major role is also played by cantonal
banks, owned by the cantons themselves as local communities and operating only in their
territory. This type of institution known as municipal banking does not exist in Poland. They
offer their clients, most typically small and medium-sized enterprises, low-interest loans and
low-cost accounts. Other banks, both local and regional, offer more general services focusing on
loan activities as well as taking financial deposits and placements. The oldest financial
institutions include relatively small private banks present in Switzerland which focus on selected
groups of individual clients and managing their assets. They benefit from the fact that
Switzerland is a stable country. It has remained politically neutral for years and has one of the
strongest economies in the world. The Swiss franc is a strong currency, thanks to which those
banks have much too offer to those who want to place or invest their money well. Their offer of
accounts available is exceptionally broad, while the procedures in place similar to those applied
in banks in the European Economic Area. One must appear in the bank in person with an
identity document. Required are also documents to prove the origin of the funds to be placed in
the bank. For management of the funds, low-interest current accounts are used and a free-of-

Even a governmental draft was prepared on the matter, going in just this direction. Still in force,
however, is the Act of 16 December 1983 on purchase of immovable property by foreigners residing abroad
‘BewG’ (SR 211.412.41) and Regulation on the matter of 1 October 1984 (SR 211.412.411).
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charge online service is a standard option. More investment opportunities come with private
banking accounts, yet in this case the expected balance may be an obstacle as not less than
100,000 euros is a sum often required. Apart from traditional services, however, such accounts
entail also attractive debit cards or business insurance policies.
Certain restrictive account opening requirements may appear in cantonal banks in case of
foreign nationals. The Cantonal Bank in the Canton of Vaud will in principle open an account for
anyone holding proof of residence and employment for at least six months. For its part, the
Cantonal Bank in Zurich examines the comprehensive picture of the client’s circumstances. The
Cantonal Bank in Thurgau, in turn, is even more restrictive and will not cooperate with anyone
not permanently resident in Switzerland.
It is not possible to open an entirely anonymous account in a Swiss bank. Certain banks,
however, offer numerical accounts where the owner’s identity is known only to a narrow group
of bankers, advisers who may not disclose it. The account is identified, also for online transfers,
through its number or the owner’s pseudonym so the account is not totally anonymous but
information about its owner is in this case better protected than elsewhere.

3.6. Complicated public procurement system
The Swiss public procurement system is quite complicated, a result of the administrative
structure of that federal country. German is generally used in public procurement practice given
that most people speak the language and that German-speaking cantons account for most
contracts awarded in Switzerland. This represents an additional language barrier. The system
comprises three layers:


international, covering international agreements to which Switzerland is party,



national (regulated by the federal act and ordinance referred to below), and



cantonal (laws applicable in twenty-six individual cantons and the inter-cantonal
agreement).

The basic principles of awarding public contracts in Switzerland are those of: transparency, fair
competition, economy in expending public funds, equal treatment of contractors (ban on
discrimination against foreign companies), staff protection, gender equality and confidentiality.
The key legal acts regulating public procurement in Switzerland are:
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Public Procurement Act of 16 December 1994 116



Public Procurement Regulation of 11 December 1995117



public procurement regulations in the context of the World Trade Organisation (WTO)
in force



Agreement on Government Procurement (GPA)



agreement between Switzerland and the European Union on public procurement signed
on 21 June 1999, in force since 2002, which has extended the GPA rules on goods and
services procurement in certain areas (‘sectoral procurement’).

The federal act covers procurement of supplies, services or construction works contracted by
federal-level entities, i.e.: federal administration, the Federal Council, federal institutes of
technology and their research centres, Swiss Postal Service as well as federal companies from
the water, energy, transport and telecommunications sectors. The public procurement
ordinance, in turn, pertains to three topics. First, it defines in greater detail the procedures of
awarding public contracts which the act regulates in general terms. Second, it provides for
certain obligations of the contracting parties awarding contracts whose value is lower than the
thresholds specified above. And thirdly, it specifies conditions under which entities awarding
the ‘sectoral contracts’ are obliged to apply the act.
There are the following public contract award procedures:


open bid where anyone can submit their bid,



limited bid where the contracting party can put a prior limit on the number of
contractors invited (not fewer than three) to submit bids,



invitation to submit bids where the contracting party invites specific contractors (not
fewer than three) to submit bids without publishing its notice,



procurement by a single-source procedure where the contracting party approaches a
single specific contractor,



116
117

competition.

Loi fédérale sur les marchés publics (LMP) du 16 décembre 1994, RS 172.056.1, RO 1996 508.
Ordonnance sur les marchés publics (OMP) du 11 décembre 1995, RS 172.056.11, RO 1996 518.
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In Switzerland, public procurement notices are currently published electronically on a dedicated
portal (www.simap.ch). It is an e-platform platform featuring all notifications concerning
contracts awarded by the federal administration. Apart from notices and all necessary
procurement-related documents, the platform also contains useful information about public
procurement both in Switzerland and the EU, public procurement legislation as well as links to
individual federal institutions awarding public contracts, bodies in charge of public
procurement, etc. The platform is maintained in German, French, Italian and English. Public
procurement notices are also published on regional portals.

3.7. Market access barriers
In Switzerland, no special licences or permits are required in principle to run a business.
Company registration automatically entails the issue of a general economic activity permit.
Some restrictions can be found in the following sectors: banking, insurance, transport,
employment agencies, trade in alcohol and tobacco products as well as gambling. It is relatively
easy to obtain a licence, although in certain cantons the requirement to document past
experience may be an obstacle. The very procedure of obtaining a permit takes around a week.
Restrictions are also due to the fact that some types of activity are regulated and their
performance is subject to the recognition of the foreigners’ qualifications.
Additionally, special requirements related to market access in Switzerland as a cantonal country
with highly autonomous communes may stem from cantonal or municipal laws. The taxi
industry is a case in point. In some cantons, candidates to become legal taxi drivers are obliged
to pass a relevant test, also required by certain communes. Another example could be the
introduction – in the Canton of Ticino – of new requirements for craftsmen (e.g. carpenters,
painters, gardeners) concerning their registration as well as meeting a range of professional (e.g.
qualifications and a specific minimum number of years of practical experience) and personal
conditions (e.g. no criminal record). The applicant must prove that they meet such requirements
and in the case of foreign nationals this is done by means of documents certified by competent
authorities. This limits the chances of specialists from the EU wishing to provide such
services118.

3.8. Costs of establishing and organising an enterprise in Switzerland
When deciding about expanding business activities abroad, each entrepreneur should consider
all legal and organisational barriers to be faced in the area where the activity is to performed in
order to be able to balance the benefits and losses the planned business expansion may bring.
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After determining the investment needed and the ceiling of unexpected expenses, the next step
should be a simulation of the costs of the enterprise in a given country or countries. In this
context, extremely important are the costs related to the establishment and organisation of the
enterprise.
Each country’s legal system specifies the framework for business operation and its forms, which
determines the ways and possibilities of running it. Such measures may be both administrative
(registry-, customs-, fiscal- related) and stem from private, commercial or civil law. In such a
case, the entrepreneur should consider whether it would be more beneficial for them to set up a
new entity or operate through their enterprise’s foreign office. Not irrelevant, even if only
because of the customs regulations, is the nature of the planned capital links between legal
persons, in particular when their owners or shareholders are the same natural persons.
Although this topic goes beyond the scope of this study, the entrepreneur should take into
consideration the related risks and differences stemming from acting independently or as part of
capital groups, particularly if they plan even limited trade between their own ‘national’
companies and those newly-created abroad. It is so as when it comes to the obligation of
defining links between the parties to trade relations, the customs regime in that regard is very
strict. Customs authorities are entitled to information about such links going far beyond the
sphere stemming from business activity inde per accidens. Apart from all legal circumstances
related to co-ownership, voting rights, managing associated businesses, labour relations,
distribution and agency agreements, information subject to disclosure also refers to the personal
sphere of business owners119. For instance, the shareholding in the companies must be disclosed,
if it amounts to a mere 5% of the share capital of both entities. This obligation is unique to
customs law, as even under registry regulations for capital companies there is no obligation to
disclose in the Polish National Court Register (KRS) shareholders with less than 10% of share
capital120, who remain invisible for both contractors and competitors. Furthermore, one must
disclose the family links, even if the persons involved are not formally linked in terms of capital
in entities engaged in cross-border trade but have shared dependencies concerning third
persons, e.g. they control directly or indirectly other capital companies or are legally recognised
partners in civil partnerships. Incidentally, similar obligations are incumbent upon juridical
persons, if one may influence or control the other directly or indirectly.
The preceding example shows that the entrepreneur should consider in what form the services
should be supplied or trade executed abroad since setting up new capital entities may prove
pointless or ineffective. The existing capital links usually limit the tax facilitations entrepreneurs

The requirements stemming from Article 127 of Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) No
2015/2447.
120 See Article 36ff. of the National Court Register Act of 20 August 1997, uniform text: OJ of 2017, item
700.
119
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often count for, while the benefits of access to another market, on conditions typical for local
entities, do not justify launching activities in a form broader than a foreign branch of a juridical
person or a joint venture partnership. What is more, a good choice in service provision may be
an economic activity of a natural person. This is the most popular form of activity in small
business. It takes place when a private person performs an economic activity on their own – in
other words runs a business or enterprise. The owner of a single-person business holds business
liability and is responsible for the risks with all their private as well as the company’s property.
On the other hand, the owner has the exclusive right to shape the company’s policy. If the
business is profitable and develops well, such sole-proprietorship economic activity can be easily
transformed into a company. If the enterprise fails, its liquidation is easier than in the case of
other forms of economic activity. Single-person business operators are not required to be
entered into the company register as long as their annual sales do not exceed CHF 100,000.
A more developed legal form chosen by small and medium-sized enterprises is a civil or general
partnership. If two private persons decide to open a business under a common name, such type
of activity is typically known as a general partnership. It is established based on a partnership
agreement concluded between the partners. A general partnership (just like a single-person
economic operator) does not have legal personality, which is why it does not pay taxes as a
company. They are paid by the partners who are jointly and severally responsible with all their
property for any liabilities and debt of the company. In case of a general partnership, an entry
into the company register is required. A civil partnership is an agreement between a few private
persons or enterprises committing them to attain a common business objective and does not
require an entry into the company register. The partners retain their anonymity yet they are
jointly and severally responsible with both shared and individual property for the commitments
made with relation to the company’s operation.
The already existing foreign companies wishing to perform an economic activity in Switzerland
have a couple of options available to them. They can decide to set up a personal or capital
company, to establish a company branch, to take over a company operating in Switzerland, or to
set up a joint venture. Most commonly, foreign companies established in Switzerland set up
subsidiaries (in the form of limited liability companies or joint-stock companies) as well as
company branches.
In Switzerland, the most popular company type is the joint-stock company (AG). Moreover, this
form of activity is frequently chosen by foreign companies as the legal form for their Swiss
subsidiaries. A joint-stock company is a distinct juridical person (with its own legal personality)
and its responsibility is limited to the company property. The amount of the registered company
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by one or more persons or juridical persons, where at least one person must be a shareholder.
The share capital must amount to at least CHF 100,000. In order to set up a joint-stock
company at least CHF 50,000 must be paid, and later the capital needs to be raised to at least
CHF 100,000. The main body of a joint-stock company is a supervisory board comprising one or
more members who need not be company shareholders. No legal requirements exist as to the
nationality of supervisory board members. At least one of them, authorised to represent the
company, must be a Swiss resident. The remuneration of supervisory board members in a jointstock company varies widely depending on the sector, company size and proceeds from sales.
The average remuneration for supervisory board members in Swiss joint-stock companies of
maximum 1,000 staff is around CHF 26,000 per annum. The most common form of
remuneration is annual flat-rate payments and travel cost reimbursement. In Switzerland,
supervisory boards comprise on average three-four persons.
A limited liability company (Sàrl, GmbH) is also a unique unit with its own legal personality. It
may comprise one or more natural persons or commercial-law companies whose share capital
level is set in advance. Each partner contributes towards covering the share capital in cash or inkind contributions. Swiss limited liability companies require a minimum share capital of CHF
20,000 and a minimal share value of CHF 100. Partners making cash contributions must be
entered in the company register. In principle, all partners have the right to jointly manage the
company, yet at least one of them must reside in Switzerland. A limited liability company is an
attractive alternative to a joint-stock company, in particular for small and medium-sized
enterprises. Given that such companies are not obliged to appoint a supervisory board, the
structural costs of that form of activity remain relatively low. Depending on the company size, a
limited audit obligation may apply. Additionally, a limited liability company – as compared with
a joint-stock company – offers the benefit of a lower required share capital. One of its downsides
is lack of anonymity: each shareholder, even those joining the company at a later stage, is
entered into the company register.
One form of partnership growing in popularity is a joint venture. There is, however, no specific
legal act that covers the formation or operation of joint ventures. Most rules on joint venture
formation and operation can be found in the Swiss Code of Obligations 121. A joint venture is used
in case of a joint investment in new types of activity (e.g. when a foreign supplier sets up a
manufacturing or sales firm together with a Swiss seller). A joint venture may also be used as an
ordinary partnership in case of small projects (e.g. research projects delivered over a specified
time).

Loi fédérale complétant le Code civil suisse (Livre cinquième: Droit des obligations) du 30 mars 1911;
Code des obligations (CO), RS 220.
121
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3.9. Domestic market protection
Against the backdrop of growing economic problems and strong competitive pressure from
European Union countries, protectionist sentiments have revived in Switzerland in recent years.
They serve to defend the social and economic status quo as well as the costly adjustment
changes in federal legislation. The current protectionist wave is something more than just a
transient domestic market closing, always present in Switzerland. It is a reflection of the
structural problems intensifying due to the policies conducted by European countries and not
resolved even by stable economic growth. This is accompanied by criticism of the free market
economy principles.
In the conditions of advancing globalisation on the one hand and persisting internal tensions on
the other, opposition is growing within Swiss society against globalisation, in particular the
consequences of free trade and migration. There is also questioning of the benefits brought by
considerable adjustments to the functioning of the EU market. Not all concerns are justified by
the real scale of enhanced competition but it is also true that in some areas companies from the
EEA exert strong and effective competitive pressure.
Protectionism is hardly a new phenomenon. Protection of national interests, both in the form of
restricting access to one’s own market and supporting exports, is visible to a greater or lesser
extent in practically all economies, mainly when domestic businesses experience economic
difficulties and are less capable of withstanding foreign competition. An example is the strong
wave of neo-protectionism in Western Europe and other developed countries in the 1970s.
Currently, however, its scope seems broader than several dozen years ago while its negative
repercussions greater. Protectionism currently manifests itself not just in trade in goods from
outside of the EU but also in the form of restricting cooperation with EU Member States. The
new barriers are mainly regulatory and manifest themselves e.g. in the form of national
legislation on service provision, ensuring goods safety, capital flow controls, etc. Indeed, they
make access to the markets of the Confederation or individual cantons difficult for business
partners. Protectionism is also apparent in the context of moving production abroad. In this
case, it consists in attempts to contain such operations. This sometimes happens under the
noble slogans of ‘economic patriotism (a term from France) which is camouflage for the negative
associations inspired by the term ‘protectionism’, yet in fact has similar objectives. As regards
commercial exchange, intensified protection of domestic interests comes less in the form of
defensive actions (e.g. anti-dumping measures or increases in import customs duties, although
they do take place) and more in protecting the interests of domestic producers on global
markets through offensive activities aiming at opening foreign markets to them.
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3.10. Barriers related to recognition of qualifications
In the Agreement on the free movement of persons, Switzerland committed itself to absorb the
EU acquis concerning recognition of qualifications in force when the Agreement was adopted.
The EU legal acts to be implemented in Swiss legislation are listed in Section A of Annex III to
the Agreement, amended by decisions of the Joint Committee. This is primarily Directive
2005/36/EC. As the AFMP is of static nature, it is the Joint Committee that conditions further
adjustments of Swiss law to the developing EU acquis. Switzerland has not transposed Directive
2013/55/EU amending Directive 2005/36/EC on the recognition of professional qualifications
and Regulation (EU) No 1024/2012 on administrative cooperation through the Internal Market
Information System122. Those new rules introduce, inter alia, solutions which facilitate more
efficient recognition of professional qualifications between the Member States as well as the
introduction of the European professional card, a new aspect of qualification recognition.
Likewise, Switzerland does not use instruments facilitating administrative cooperation like the
IMI system. Nor does it introduce measures of informal cooperation easing the resolution of
qualification recognition disputes such as SOLVIT.
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4. Legal protection measures in Switzerland
4.1. Application of bilateral agreements in Switzerland
As the Swiss legal system is a monistic one, international agreements become part of Swiss law
once they enter into force123. The Swiss Constitution guarantees a favourable attitude of the
Confederation’s legal system with relation to international law. Article 5(4) of the Federal
Constitution state that “The Confederation and the Cantons shall respect international law” and
pursuant to Article 190 of that legal act the “The Federal Supreme Court and the other judicial
authorities apply the federal acts and international law”. Directly in its case-law124, the Federal
Supreme Court also grants primacy to international law over domestic legislation. According to
the Federal Supreme Court ,125, the basis for such primacy is the principle pacta sunt servanda
(agreements must be kept) expressed in Article 26 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of
Treaties126. The obligation to honour and apply international agreements is incumbent upon all
state authorities regardless of the procedure under which the agreement was adopted.
Individuals, in turn, are bound by international agreements since their publication in the Swiss
promulgation bulletin – Official Journal (Recueil officiel – RO). According to the Federal
Supreme Court, “International agreements are introduced into the internal legal order since
their entry into force in international relations, in accordance with the monistic concept
including the primacy of international law adopted by Switzerland”127. Likewise, representatives
of the Swiss legal doctrine 128 advocate the primacy of international over Swiss law, in particular
over federal acts129, cantonal and inter-cantonal laws as well as ordinances of the Federal
Council130. Pursuant to the case-law of the Federal Supreme Court, public international law is in
principle above domestic law. This is particularly the case when a provision of international law
aims at human rights protection but also beyond matters related to such rights. An internal legal
regulation will not be applicable then 131. In this context, the Federal Supreme Court has stated
that the non-discrimination principle stemming from the AFMP has primacy over domestic law
and is self-executing. In the case of this feature, the Federal Supreme Court applies criteria
similar to those applied by the CJEU and assumes legal provisions to be self-executing, if they

Ch. Kaddous, D. Grisel, Libre circulation des personnes et des services, Basel, 2012, 865.
ATF 136 II 120, paragraph 3.5.3; ATF 133 V 367, paragraph 11.2.
125 ATF 122 II 485, paragraph 3.
126 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties done at Vienna on 23 May 1969, OJ of 2 November 1990,
item 74 No. 439.
127 ATF 130 I 312,326 A.SA.
128 A. Auer, G. Malinverni, M. Hottelier, Droit constitutionnel suisse. L’État, vol. I, Bern 2013, 456-457.
129 ATF 136 II 241, 255 X.
130 ATF 109 V 224.
131 ATF 136 II 241, 255 X.
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are precise, unconditional, complete and clear, and as such may be the basis of a specific
resolution132.
Swiss courts decide whether specific provisions of the AFMP are self-executing. Many of its
provisions, primarily those in Annex I, are considered to be such133. The Annex II provisions on
coordination of social insurance systems and those in Annex III concerning recognition of
qualifications make references to the EU acquis which requires transposition into Swiss
legislation and consequently do not have a direct effect.
Under Article 16(1) of the Agreement on the free movement of persons, “In order to attain the
objectives pursued by this Agreement, the Contracting Parties shall take all measures necessary
to ensure that rights and obligations equivalent to those contained in the legal acts of the
European Community to which reference is made are applied in relations between them”. Thus,
the Agreement repeats the pacta sunt servanda principle of international law. From it, it
transpires that it is the parties to the Agreement (the European Union and its Member States of
the one part and Switzerland of the other) that are responsible for fulfilling the obligations
stemming from it, which consists in both legislative activity (adjusting Swiss law and that of the
Member States to the requirements of the Agreement) and the application of the provisions of
the Agreement by courts and administrative bodies of the parties.

4.2. Interpretation of the Agreement on the free movement of persons in
Switzerland and the case-law of the CJEU
In order to fulfil the obligations stemming from the Agreement on the free movement of
persons, pursuant to Article 16(2) of the Agreement, “Insofar as the application of this
Agreement involves (Fr. implique) concepts of Community law, account shall be taken of the
relevant case-law of the Court of Justice of the European Communities prior to the date of its
signature. Case-law after that date shall be brought to Switzerland's attention. To ensure that
the Agreement works properly, the Joint Committee shall, at the request of either Contracting
Party, determine the implications of such case-law”.
Consequently, the case-law of the CJEU delivered before the conclusion of the AFMP must be
taken into account by the Swiss legislator as well as Swiss courts and public administration
bodies. Article 16(2) of the Agreement obliges Swiss authorities to ensure that notions that are
autonomous for EU law, the use of which is required when applying the Agreement, be

O. Mach, “La place des Accords bilatéraux II dans l’ordre juridique suisse”, In Accords bilatéraux II
Suisse - UE et autres Accords récents, Ch. Kaddous, M. Jametti Greiner (eds.), Dossier de droit européen,
No. 16, Genève/Bâle/Munich/Bruxelles/Paris 2006, 177, 178.
133 ATF 129 II 249, paragraph 3.3.; ATF 131 V 390, paragraph 5.2; ATF 1344 II 341, paragraphs 2.1., 2.2.,
2.5.
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interpreted taking into account the CJEU’s case-law related to those notions. Two scenarios are
then possible. Firstly, notions from EU law appear in the Agreement on the free movement of
persons. Most provisions of the Agreement are inspired by EU law or transferred directly from
it. For instance, Article 5 of Annex I of the legal act in question provides that the rights conferred
by the Agreement may be limited only on grounds of “public order, public security or public
health”. These terms appear in Article 45(3) of the TFEU as exceptions to the free movement of
workers and were defined in the CJEU’s case-law and then made more precise in Directive on
the right of citizens of the Union and their family members to move and reside freely within the
territory of the Member States (Articles 27-29)134.
Secondly, Swiss administrative bodies and courts should take into consideration, as confirmed
by the case-law of the Federal Supreme Court135, not just CJEU judgments concerning EU legal
notions featuring in the AFMP but all the CJEU’s judgments relating to notions that are to be
considered when applying the Agreement. One example is the Federal Supreme Court’s
judgment taking into account CJEU case-law related to the term “abuse of rights”, which does
not feature in the AFMP but whose interpretation was necessary for its application136.
As regards the CJEU’s case-law delivered after the signing of the Agreement on the free
movement of persons, the latter provides for a mechanism to notify the Joint Committee. On the
request of one of the parties to the Agreement, the Committee decides about a specific impact of
such case-law on the execution of the Agreement. In the practice of Swiss courts, the Federal
Supreme Court in particular has adopted the rule that when taking into account later CJEU
case-law, parallels should be considered between the legal situation in the EU’s internal market
and that resulting from the application of the Agreement on the free movement of persons 137. In
its judgment of 29 September 2009 138, the Federal Supreme Court stated that it could consider
the case-law of the CJEU delivered after the signing of the Agreement yet was not bound by it. It
indicated, however, that the parallelism principle required that later CJEU judgments be taken
into account and that they might not be taken into consideration only exceptionally, in the
presence of “valid reasons” (triftige Gründe)139. In accordance with the case-law of the Federal

Directive 2004/38/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 29 April 2004 on the right of
citizens of the Union and their family members to move and reside freely within the territory of the
Member States amending Regulation (EEC) No 1612/68 and repealing Directives 64/221/EEC,
68/360/EEC, 72/194/EEC, 73/148/EEC, 75/34/EEC, 75/35/EEC, 90/364/EEC, 90/365/EEC and
93/96/EEC, OJ L 158, 30 April 2004, pp. 77–123, special Polish edition, chapter 5, vol. 5, 46-61.
135 ATF 130 II 113, paragraphs 9.1-9.3.
136 Ch. Kaddous, D. Grisel, Libre circulation..., 861.
137F. Maiani, “La «saga Metock», ou des inconvénients du pragmatisme helvétique dans la gestion des
rapports entre droit européen, droit bilatéral et droit interne”, Revue de droit suisse, 2011 (I), pp. 46-49 ;
Ch. Kaddous, D. Grisel, Libre circulation..., 862.
138 ATF 136 II 5, paragraphs 3.6.1.-3.6.4.
139 ATF 136 II 5, paragraph 3.4.
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Supreme Court, considering CJEU case-law later than the AFMP is then the rule, and not
considering it – an exception.

4.3. Swiss appeals procedure
The right of effective appeal is guaranteed in the Article 29a of the Swiss Constitution
(guarantee of access to the courts) stipulating that every person has the right to have their case
determined by a judicial authority while the Confederation and the Cantons may by law
preclude the determination by the courts of certain exceptional categories of case. Further,
under Article 30(1) of the Federal Constitution, any person whose case falls to be judicially
decided has the right to have their case heard by a legally constituted, competent, independent
and impartial court. As for administrative cases, these procedural guarantees are made more
precise in Chapter III of the Federal Administrative Procedure Act 140 entitled the General
Appeals Procedure. Pursuant to Article 47 C of that act, decisions of federal public
administration bodies can be appealed against at the Federal Administrative Court (FTA), and
then the Federal Supreme Court. Matters related to appeals examination competences are
regulated in detail by federal acts on the FTA (Articles 31-33)141 and on the Federal Supreme
Court (Articles 82-89)142. As regards decisions by cantonal authorities, appeals can be made at
cantonal administrative courts, and then against resolutions by the last instance at the Federal
Supreme Court, unless an appeal at the FTA is possible (Article 86 of the Federal Supreme Court
Act). The Federal Act on Foreign Nationals (Article 112(1)) 143 and the AFMP (Article 11) make
references to the applicable general administrative procedure. Consequently, decisions of
cantonal public administration authorities made with relation to EU citizens and EU juridical
persons may be contested at cantonal administrative courts, verdicts of the federal
administration at the Federal Administrative Court and then decisions of both courts at the
Federal Supreme Court144. This mechanism complies with Article 11 of the Agreement on the
free movement of persons, which stipulates in paragraph 1 that “The persons covered by this
Agreement shall have a right of appeal to the competent authorities in respect of the application
of the provisions of this Agreement” and in paragraphs 2 and 3 that “Appeals must be processed
within a reasonable period of time” and “Persons covered by this Agreement shall have the
opportunity to appeal to the competent national judicial body in respect of decisions on appeals,

Loi fédérale sur la procédure administrative du 20 décembre 1968 (PA), RO 1969 757, RS 172.021.
Pursuant to Article 47 C of the federal administrative procedure law, in exceptional cases related mainly to
state security, appeals may be lodged with the Federal Council or other bodies, if specific acts so provide, or
with supervision bodies, when the path to the Federal Administrative Court is inaccessible and specific acts
do not indicate appeals bodies.
141 Loi sur le Tribunal administratif fédéral (LTAF) du 17 juin 2005, RO 2006 2197, RS 173.32.
142 Loi sur le Tribunal fédéral (LTF) du 17 juin 2005, RO 2006 1205, RS 173.110.
143 Loi fédérale sur les étrangers (LEtr) du 16 décembre 2005, RS 142.20.
144 Centre Suisse de compétence pour les droits humains, Manuel de droit suisse des migration, Bern,
2015, 58.
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or the absence of a decision within a reasonable period of time”. This article is self-executing,
just like Article 6 of the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights145, and grants the right
to legal protection to all entities covered by the Agreement on the free movement of persons.
Unlike courts of EU Member States, Swiss courts cannot submit requests for a preliminary
ruling related to interpretation, and in the case of secondary law also the validity of EU law and
international agreements, including the AFMP at the CJEU. This mechanism ensures uniform
application of EU law in the Member States. Courts of third countries, including Switzerland,
are unable to benefit from it.

Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms done at Rome on 4
November 1950, as amended by Protocols No. 3, 5 and 8 and supplemented by Protocol No. 2, OJ 1993 No.
61 item 284. Its Article 6 established the right to a fair trial. Pursuant to the article in question, “everyone is
entitled to a fair and public hearing within a reasonable time by an independent and impartial tribunal
established by law (…)”.
145
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